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2UNIVERSITY OF IOWA COMMENCEMENT
Letter from the President
Congratulations on your graduation from the University of Iowa!
Today is an exciting and proud day in the life of the university—when our students, 
their friends and family, and their teachers and mentors celebrate the completion of a 
University of Iowa degree. One of the greatest badges of pride you will wear from this 
day forward is your degree from the University of Iowa. The contributions you will make 
to the world will be rooted in the unique character of a UI education, so when you say 
you are an Iowa graduate, that carries a very special meaning. As we like to say, once a 
Hawkeye, always a Hawkeye!
No matter where you work and live in the years ahead, we encourage you to stay 
engaged with the University of Iowa, and we offer many ways for you to do so. If you 
move to a new city, alumni resources and networking opportunities are there for you. 
You can keep cheering on the Hawkeyes at IOWA Club game-watching events around 
the country, and you can keep your ethic of community service strong through IOWA 
Club volunteer opportunities. You can also join student organization alumni groups 
to stay connected with alumni who have shared some of your most important UI 
experiences. We will come visit you as well! The UI travels the country every year to 
bring the campus to your community, to share updates about the exciting advances  
and innovations happening at the university, and to give Hawkeyes a chance to gather  
with each other and celebrate their Iowa pride. 
As you move on to the next phase of your life, we will continue to think of you as part 
of our university family, and hope to always be an important part of yours. Find ways to 
stay connected and get involved at Foriowa.org. I hope you’ll visit the site often—and of 
course return to campus to visit us when you can as well!
Again, congratulations on all your achievements, and remember: once a Hawkeye, 
always a Hawkeye!
J. Bruce Harreld 
President








Hancher Auditorium, 7:00 p.m.
Commencement Ceremonies
Please visit the University of Iowa’s commencement website for 
information including live streaming, videos, Hawkeye Alumni 




Hancher Auditorium, 9:00 a.m.
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
University College 
Carver-Hawkeye Arena, 9:00 a.m.
Tippie College of Business




Hancher Auditorium, 12:00 p.m.
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The University of Iowa 
The University of Iowa is one of the nation’s premier public research universities, with 
33,564 students from 114 countries and all 50 states. Founded in 1847, it is the state’s 
oldest institution of higher education and is located alongside the picturesque Iowa River 
in Iowa City.
A member of the Association of American Universities since 1909 and the Big Ten 
Conference since 1899, the UI is home to one of the largest and most acclaimed medical 
centers in the country, as well as the famous Iowa Writers’ Workshop.
In pursuing its missions of teaching, research, and service, the University of Iowa seeks 
to advance scholarly and creative endeavor through leading-edge research and artistic 
production; to use this research and creativity to enhance undergraduate, graduate, and 
professional education, health care, and other services provided to the people of Iowa, 
the nation, and the world; and to educate students for success and personal fulfillment in 
a diverse world.
The University of Iowa carries out its academic mission primarily through its 11 colleges, 
which offer undergraduate and graduate education, professional education, and 
education and training in the health sciences.
First university in the state of Iowa
First public university to admit men and women on an equal basis
First to officially recognize an LGBT student organization
First to broadcast educational television
First to offer the Master of Fine Arts degree
First College of law west of the Mississippi
First College of education in the country
#38 – U.S. News & World Report “Best Public Universities”
One of the top 250 universities in the world (Times Higher Education)
14 consecutive years on the Fiske Guide to Colleges “Best Buy” list
13 graduate programs ranked among the top 10 in the nation
#13 – Most Loved by Students (Princeton Review)
95% of graduates find a job or are accepted to graduate school within six months
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University Leadership
Colleges and Academic Units
Henry B. Tippie College of Business
Sarah Fisher Gardial, BS, MBA, PhD  
Dean
College of Dentistry
David C. Johnsen, BS, DDS, MS 
Dean
College of Education
Daniel L. Clay, BA, MA, PhD 
Dean
College of Engineering
Alec B. Scranton, BS, PhD 
Dean
Graduate College
John C. Keller, BS, MS, PhD 
Dean and Associate Provost for Graduate and  
Professional Education and Interim Vice President  
for Research and Economic Development
College of Law
Kevin Washburn, BA, JD 
Dean
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Joseph K. Kearney, BA, MA, MS, PhD 
Interim Dean
Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver College of Medicine
J. Brooks Jackson, MBA, MD 
Dean and Vice President for Medical Affairs
College of Nursing
Julie Zerwic, RN, FAHA, FAAN, PhD 
Dean
College of Pharmacy
Donald E. Letendre, BS, PharmD 
Dean
College of Public Health 
Edith Parker, BA, MPH, DrPH 
Dean
University College
Tonya Uden-Holman, BA, MA, PhD 
Dean and Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education
International Programs
Downing Thomas, BA, MA, PhD  
Associate Provost and Dean
University Libraries
John P. Culshaw, BA, MS  
University Librarian
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics
Suresh Gunasekaran, MBA 
Associate Vice President, UI Hospitals & Clinics Chief Executive 
Officer
State Hygienic Laboratory 
Michael A. Pentella, BS, MS, D(ABMM), PhD 
Director
Administration 
J. Bruce Harreld, BE, MBA
President
Susan J. Curry, BA, MA, PhD 
Interim Executive Vice President and Provost
Rod Lehnertz, BS, MBA
Senior Vice President for Finance and Operations
Terry Johnson, BA, MBA
Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer
Melissa S. Shivers, BS, MEd, PhD
Vice President for Student Life
Carroll J. Reasoner, BA, JD 
Vice President for Legal Affairs and General Counsel
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Graduation Honors
High scholastic achievement is recognized at graduation in two ways: graduation with distinction (based on grades only) and 
graduation with honors in a particular field (based upon both grades and the completion of special work as outlined by the college 
and the major department).
Graduation with Distinction. The Office of the Registrar certifies to the deans of the colleges the names of students eligible to 
graduate with distinction. To be eligible for consideration, the graduate must complete the final 60 semester hours in residence 
in the graduating college, at least 45 semester hours of which must have been completed prior to the final semester of registration. 
The grade-point average (GPA) upon which distinction is determined includes all work undertaken prior to the opening of the  
final session.
Graduates with distinction in the Colleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Engineering, and Business rank as follows:
 With Highest Distinction Highest 2% 
 With High Distinction Next Highest 3% 
 With Distinction Next Highest 5%
Graduates with distinction in University College must complete a total of 45 semester hours in residence;  
30 must be completed prior to final registration. Recognition is determined as follows:
 With Highest Distinction 3.90–4.00 GPA 
 With High Distinction 3.80–3.89 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.75–3.79 GPA
In the undergraduate programs in the College of Medicine:
 With Highest Distinction 3.85 GPA or above 
 With High Distinction 3.75–3.84 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.65–3.74 GPA
In the Colleges of Nursing and Education:
 With Highest Distinction 3.90 GPA or above 
 With High Distinction 3.80–3.89 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.75–3.79 GPA
In the College of Pharmacy:
 With Highest Distinction 4.0 GPA or above 
 With High Distinction 3.75–3.99 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.50–3.74 GPA
Distinction is designated by gold stars worn on the left sleeve. Three stars indicate graduation with highest distinction; two, with 
high distinction; and one, with distinction.
Graduation with Honors Degrees. Students may graduate with both departmental honors and university honors. Departmental 
honors recognizes excellence in a student’s major area(s) of study, whereas university honors recognizes a breadth of academic 
accomplishment. Departmental honors requires additional work by the student, commonly a scholarly project or creative piece 
completed under the mentorship of a single faculty member, that goes beyond the regular requirements for the major. University 
honors requires the completion of a flexible curriculum of honors coursework and experiences, such as research, study abroad, 
or internships, woven into the student’s undergraduate education. Liberal arts and sciences and education candidates who are 
graduating with departmental honors wear white cordons draped over the shoulders, and university honors is recognized by a 
medal on a black-and-gold lanyard worn around the necks.
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Academic Costume
The academic costume code recognizes three styles of gowns: bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral. In May 2000, the Graduate 
College commemorated its centennial year with a new doctoral gown; the main differences can be seen in the trimming, cut, and 
shape of the sleeves. Hoods also denote degrees and may vary; the more elaborate adornments designate higher levels of degree 
attainment. The shell of the hood matches the black material of the gown, and the lining color represents the institution granting 
the degree. University of Iowa hoods are lined in old gold. The color of the velvet hood border indicates the field of study to which 
the degree pertains. At the University of Iowa, only doctoral degree candidates wear hoods. The velvet trim on hoods corresponds 
to colors established in the intercollegiate code.
The Oxford cap is proper for all degrees and can be worn both indoors and out with academic costume. The tassel, worn over the 
left eye, symbolizes the degree to be conferred on the wearer; tassels conform to the code colors for hood trimming. 
Institutional practice may vary from the established code. University of Iowa candidates for degree display tassels corresponding 
to the college from which their degree will be granted:
Business: sapphire blue Liberal Arts and Sciences: white 
Dentistry: lilac University College: white 
Education: black and gold Medicine: green 
Engineering: orange Nursing: apricot 
Graduate: black Pharmacy: olive green 
Law: purple 
University Artifact
The podium placed center stage at Carver-Hawkeye Arena was a gift to the University from the class of 1903. Made from solid 
mahogany, the podium boasts an etched silver placard inscribed with individual graduate names. This historic university artifact was 
restored by the Office of the Registrar in 2016. Graduate names etched on the podium plaque are available upon request. 
Presidential Emblem
The jeweled gold medallion worn by the University of Iowa president during commencement ceremonies 
and other formal academic events on campus was designed as an emblem of the university’s presidency 
by Karen Cantine, UI graduate student in the School of Art and Art History.
Featuring an abstract UI motif in the University’s colors—old gold and black— the emblem was first used 
in the investiture of Howard R. Bowen as the university’s 14th president, during inauguration ceremonies 
on December 5, 1964.
Four-and-one-half inches in diameter, the medallion is worn on a gold chain also designed and made by 
Cantine. Fashioning the emblem from a sheet of 14-carat yellow gold, Cantine outlined in black enamel 
eight UI motifs in raised gold letters in areas radiating from a large topaz in the center.
The central jewel is almost an inch in diameter. A slightly smaller topaz is set in the link that attaches the emblem to the chain  
on which it is worn, and eight small topazes are set around the edge of the emblem, one at the end of each “spoke.’’
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Graduate College
Founded in 1900, the University of Iowa Graduate College manages the enrollment and degree progress for nearly 5,000 students 
from over 100 graduate programs in 10 different colleges spanning the arts and humanities, biological sciences, health sciences, 
engineering, education, physical sciences, social sciences, and business.
The mission of the UI Graduate College is to foster an intellectual environment conducive to exemplary research, scholarship, and 
creativity among graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, and faculty. The college makes every effort to ensure that the graduate 
programs offered by the university are of high quality and stimulate the creation of new knowledge and information, and that these 
efforts simultaneously benefit both graduate and undergraduate student learning. The Graduate College serves as an advocate for 
graduate education, allocates resources that support graduate students and programs, manages policies and procedures to establish 
and assess graduate programs, and fosters interdisciplinary programs.
Doctor of Philosophy
Hye Won Ahn   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Alaa Hani Naser Al Minshid   
Chemistry
Hayder Abdulkhaleq Khudhair Alalwan   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Carrie Aldrich   
Teaching and Learning
Jennifer Lynn Bayer   
Psychology
Joseph Jason Bell   
Business Administration
Ana Elena Berrizbeitia   
Mathematics
Jorge Alberto Berumen Cantu   
Physics
Catalina Claire Betancourt   
Mathematics
Kristina Blanche Gavin Bigsby   
Informatics
Patricia Rose Braun   
Genetics
Christine Nicole Bricker   
Political Science
Kathryn Elizabeth Warner Brightbill   
Business Administration
Samantha Danielle Brown   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Amanda Marie Brunette   
Psychology
Kelly Rose Budruweit   
English
Emily Michelle Buehler   
Communication Studies
Natalie O. Butterfield   
Physics
Deva Patrice Carrion   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Kameron Carter   
Business Administration
Juan Cervantes   
Statistics
Tawny Marie Chamberlain   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Jennifer Chang   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Nai-Chung Nelson Chang   
Epidemiology
Wei Chen   
Business Administration
Matthew Raymond Childers   
Philosophy
Jonique Remisia Childs   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Bethany Cockburn   
Business Administration
Adam Patrick Cossette   
Geoscience
Emily Malcolm Cushing   
Biochemistry
Sebastian De Pascuale   
Physics
Brett Bennett DeFries   
English
Elizabeth Dryman Deifell   
Second Language Acquisition
Wenxiang Deng   
Biomedical Engineering
Courtney Margaret Donahue   
Chemistry
Brittney Marie Donovan   
Epidemiology
Anh-Vu Tran Do   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Suleyman Durgut   
Physics
Ranthony Ashley Clark Edmonds   
Mathematics
Daniel Matthew Elchert   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Landon David Colquitt Elkind   
Philosophy
Jonah Lloyd Elrod   
Music
Josephine Fatima Ajanta Fernando   
Teaching and Learning
Staci Lynn Fosenburg   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Owen James Gaasedelen   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Chad Michael Gilmer   
Chemistry
Daniel Denton Goering   
Business Administration
Babak Haghighi   
Mechanical Engineering
Katherine Achsah Lisa Hall   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Erik Gregory Hasse   
Mathematics
Nicole Michele Hendrix   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Seung Min Hong   
Communication Studies
Sherif Mohamed Sofi Ibrahim   
Chemistry
Nathan Janechek   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Riad Jarjour   
Statistics
Sanjaya Dilantha Jayalath Mudiyanselage   
Chemistry
Yuanyuan Jiang   
Computer Science
Youn Soo Jung   
Economics
Kalani Udara Karunaratne   
Chemistry
Megan Nichole Kelchen   
Pharmacy
Behnoush Khorsand Sourkohi   
Pharmacy
Sanga Kim   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Young Kyu Kim   
Business Administration
Emily Brenny Kroska   
Psychology
Stephanie Elyse Kupfer   
French and Francophone World Studies
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Deokhyeon Kwon   
Chemistry
Hye Won Kwon   
Sociology
Sojeong Lee   
Political Science
Yingdi Liu   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Quinn Li   
Biochemistry
Zhe Li   
Computer Science
Samuel David Lustgarten   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Xinguo Lu   
Biology
Kevin Matthews   
Geography
Kathryn Ann McCormick   
Mathematics
Bo Meng   
Business Administration
Warren David Merkel III   
Teaching and Learning
Shawn Arden Messer   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Benjamin Miller   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Mark Stephen Miller   
Biochemistry
Michelle Louise Miller   
Psychology
Ryan Erich Miller   
Biostatistics
Dibyendu Mondal   
Chemistry
Anthony Tristan Montoya   
Chemistry
Jiajie Qian   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
David James Redmond   
Philosophy
Marian Tewfik Rizk   
Psychology
Meaghan Kathleen Rowe-Johnson   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Kevser Sahin Tiras   
Physics
Stefan Schoeberlein   
English
Alexandra Courtney Shaeffer   
Second Language Acquisition
Zhiyan Song   
Business Administration
Crissa Lee Stephens   
Teaching and Learning
Gregory Mark Tanner   
Applied Mathematical and Computational 
Sciences
Dain H W TePoel   
American Studies
Angela Toscano   
English
Leonard C W Troughton   
Teaching and Learning
Stephanie Tsank   
English
Eric Steven Tvedte   
Biology
Nicholas Robert Vance   
Pharmacy
LaNeisha Waller   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Bo Wang   
Statistics
Chun-Shang Wong   
Physics
Jiaju Wu   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Kevin Joseph Yeates   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Jie Ying   
Business Administration
Chengan Yuan   
Teaching and Learning
Fuli Zhang   
Statistics
Xiaoxuan Zhang   
Computer Science
Aihua Zheng   
History
Ernane Claudio de Souza, Jr.   
Pharmacy
Carlos del Rio Bermudez   
Psychology
Doctor of Musical Arts
Jing-Fu Chiou   
Pablo Cesar Gorin   
Koi Hin Samuel Kwok   
Benjamin Douglas Laur   
Robert Carlisle Parker   
Aleksandr Ponomarchuk   
Benjamin Phillip Yancey  
Doctor of Nursing 
Practice
Samantha Jo Ferguson  
Master of Fine Arts
Sergio Baruc Aguilar Rivera   
English
Angella Betina Asuncion Carlos   
Dance
Emily Drummer   
Film and Video Production
Lindsay Mary Godin   
Art
Rebekah Marie Grim   
English
Randryck D. Lewis   
Theatre Arts
Katlo Siyanda Mohutsiwa   
English
Laura Angela Moser   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Jhe William Russell   
Dance
Julia Janet Wolfe   
Art
Master of Arts
Michelle Lorena Acevedo Callejas   
Communication Studies
Elizabeth Jane Altemeier   
Teaching and Learning
Bradley Michael Borrison   
Strategic Communication
Hannah Catherine Boyd   
Teaching and Learning
Pamela Jean Brandt   
Strategic Communication
Madison Kate Cardoza   
Teaching and Learning
Lisa Lynn Challis   
Teaching and Learning
Jennifer Lynn Chesnut   
Library and Information Science
Kelly Megan DePalma   
Teaching and Learning
Kimberly Mary Delaney   
Teaching and Learning
Ann Marie Fantz   
Library and Information Science
Josephine Fatima Ajanta Fernando   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Ashley Margaret Flynn   
Teaching and Learning
Claire Veronica Hagedorn   
Teaching and Learning
Alex George Hanna   
Teaching and Learning
Amy Elizabeth Hopkins   
Teaching and Learning
Jessica Lynn Howard   
Teaching and Learning
Josie J. Johnson   
Library and Information Science
Jeremy Robert Maas   
Music
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Lisa J Smit McDonough   
Library and Information Science
Jenifer Jean McKeown   
Strategic Communication
Jennifer Lee Neilly   
Teaching and Learning
Abbey Neve   
Teaching and Learning
Alysha Marie Oravetz   
Interdisciplinary Studies
Renita Ram   
Teaching and Learning
Ashley Nicole Reif   
Library and Information Science
Megan Marie Schafer   
Library and Information Science
Jenna Lynne Silver   
Library and Information Science
Rachel Sue Scholze   
Library and Information Science
Kathryn Renee Smith   
Teaching and Learning
Stephen Patrick Smith   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Amrika Nicole Stumpf   
Teaching and Learning
Haley Thompson   
Teaching and Learning
Jonathan David Wisnieski   
Leisure Studies
Jordan Elyse Wray   
Teaching and Learning
Master of Science
Mostafa Muhammad Ibrahim Abdelraouf   
Informatics
Zainab Ibrahim Bakri   
Pharmacy
Nyla Balakrishnan   
Dental Public Health
Jared Michael Becker   
Mechanical Engineering
Brandon Lee Boggs   
Business Analytics
Zac Jordan Builta   
Pharmacy
Summer Leilani Campbell   
Industrial Engineering
Alyssa Nichole Conrad   
Epidemiology
Daniel Alan Coulthard, Jr.   
Geoscience
Runxiong Dong   
Physics
Amanda Lee Nicole Dunphy   
Teaching and Learning
Sandhanam Ganapathy   
Business Analytics
Jose Miguel Garcia Loera   
Oral Science
Greg Geimer   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Adrienne Rae Gibson   
Free Radical and Radiation Biology
Alyson Nicole Gray   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Jeffrey Michael Hendricks   
Business Analytics
Tracy Lynn Jarrett   
Teaching and Learning
Phillip James Kerr   
Geoscience
Lisa J. Krause   
Business Analytics
Timothy John Linhardt   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Andrea Lorraine Malek   
Teaching and Learning
Mary Elisabeth Mysnyk   
Teaching and Learning
Wesley Nye   
Business Analytics
Matthew Masayoshi Oishi   
Dental Public Health
Katherine Peterson   
Geoscience
Roji Philip   
Business Analytics
Austin Pierson   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Trevor Julian Rundhaug   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Erica C. Teixeira   
Dental Public Health
Tamer George I Theodory   
Oral Science
Ruth E. Williams   
Business Analytics
Master of Science in 
Nursing
Lauren Michal Dowd   
Lynn Nakad   
Samantha Marie Pape  
Master of Accountancy
Grant Miller  
Master of Social Work
Megan Mae Ronnenberg   
Master of Arts in  
Teaching
Catherine Rae Olson   
Teaching and Learning
Master of Health  
Administration
Sean David Boarini   
Health Management and Policy
Cynthia Marie Forsyth   
Health Management and Policy
Katie Ellen Fredericks   
Health Management and Policy
Tatiana Izakovic   
Health Management and Policy
Latoya Jean Lewis   
Health Management and Policy
Jason Alexander Miller   
Health Management and Policy
Kelsey Renae Montross   
Health Management and Policy
Cecilia Ribargoso Peralta   
Health Management and Policy
Katherine Willa Schaier   
Health Management and Policy
Aaron Smith   
Health Management and Policy
Rujuta Lagu Vidal   
Health Management and Policy
Jonathan Jay Wilson   
Health Management and Policy
Master of Public Health
Batool Abu Ghazal   
Saad Shakoor Ansari   
Gina Nicole Chieffo   
Patrick J. Dowd   
Megan C. Gibson   
David Perry Gjersvik   
Yi Lu   
Kurayi Guus Mahachi   
Kemba Lee Marshall   
Hoang Kim Nguyen   
Sefonobong Obot   
Lauren Elizabeth Pass   
Abby Grace Powell   
Amna Sajjad Rizvi-Toner   
Jarren L. Santos   
Cassidy Christine Watson  
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Bachelor of Business 
Administration
Carolyn Elizabeth Adrian   
Management
Lei An   
Management
Sean M. Baloun   
Finance
Micah D. Bang   
Accounting
Ravi P. Bhatt   
Finance
Yao Chen   
Finance
Economics
Timothy Patrick Clarkson   
Management
Julia Brooke Diltz   
Economics
Curtis Eldred   
Management
Sam Andrew Fishman   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Richard Dean Formanek   
Management
Celia Jean Guyer   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Aunica Lynn Harvey   
Management
Nathan Keith Herron   
Marketing
Jacob Matthew Hutchison   
Finance
Aubriana Faith Kelley   
Marketing
Matthew Peter Lavanger   
Economics
Shubin Liu   
Finance
Du Long   
Finance
David Glenn Michaels   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Jill Thanh Tien Nguyen   
Management
Eric Preston Pedigo   
Finance
Vuk Radosavljevic   
Finance
Grant E. Shriver   
Management
George Adam Susral III   
Finance
Megan Thompson   
Management
Miranda Hope Vick   
Accounting
Chase Jeffrey Vondrak   
Finance
Bailey James Westfall   
Finance
*Niu Xiaoqun   
Finance
Weiqiang Xu   
Management
Finance
+*Ziying Yu   
Honors in Finance
Changjian Zhang   
Finance
Li Zhang   
Finance
Master of Business  
Administration
Kristen Marie Barger   
*Alea Louise Becwar   
*Adam J. Bergmann   
Andrew Thomas Carlberg   
Ryan Carlson   
Kei Chan   
*Lester Cheok In Chau   
Kai-wen Cheng   
Yu-Ying Cheng   
*Paul D. Coursen   
*Matt Ryan Crawford   
*Philip Andrew Danzer   
*Yash Dixit   
Evseev Evgeny   
*Mark A. Fitkin   
*Valentina Gallio   
Jason Haberman   
Kevin Paul Hagedorn   
Ryan Robert Hanson   
*Charles Willie Harris III   
*Louis Merritt Harvey   
*Carl Henning   
*Tim Jackson   
Coby Seth James   
*Thamilselvan Karuppannan   
Christopher A. Kouri   
*Cory James Landes   
Reevan Wilson Lobo   
Peter McKenzie   
*Riccardo Milanese   
*Kyle Richard Minehart   
Joshua John Monroe   
*Shaleena Ching Moy   
*Susan Muldowney   
*Shanmuga Prabu Muthusami   
Debi Nathalie Nicoue Tettey   
*Jared Steven Nielsen   
Janet Lee Nolte   
*Kyle Brett Olson   
Matthew Peeling   
*Roji Philip   
James Henry Pitcher   
*Nathaniel John Prom   
Obadiah Sang   
Bradley John Schaller   
*Alex Michael Schick   
*Shital Shilotri   
*Paul Camille Soucy   
Simone Stacchini   
Amie Elizabeth Stewart   
*Karthikeyan Gargeswari Subramaniam   
*Smitha Thattankandy   
*Umesh Avadhut Tol   
Roberta Tonini   
Zachary Van Cleave   
Betsey Mae Vold   
*Jedediah Donald Wendell   
Joshua Andrew Ziegler  
Henry B. Tippie College of Business
The University of Iowa first offered courses in economics and business in 1858. The School of Commerce was formally established in 
1914 and was later renamed the College of Business Administration in 1921. The college received national accreditation in 1923 and has 
held that accreditation since that time.
The college was renamed the Henry B. Tippie College of Business in 1999 in recognition of a significant gift from 1949 alumnus Henry 
B. Tippie. Today, there are more than 4,000 students in the college working toward Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA), Master 
of Accountancy (MAc), Master of Business Administration (MBA), Master of Science (MS), and doctoral (PhD) degrees.
With more than 50,000 living alumni around the globe, the Tippie College of Business continues its long tradition of having an impact 
on the world.
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Doctor of Dental Surgery
Melani Margaret Fulton   
Megan N. Timm 
College of Dentistry
Dental education began at the University of Iowa in 1882 with 14 students, four faculty members, and a budget of just over $1,000. 
Patients were treated in an improvised clinic equipped with borrowed barber chairs. Today, the College of Dentistry is among the 
leading dental schools in the United States. The college offers academic programs in all dental advanced education programs, 
including opportunities for continuing education, full courses of study for dental and graduate students, and PhD-level programs.
The college has a long history of graduating students who become nationally prominent clinicians, dental educators, and researchers. 
More than 4,600 living alumni perpetuate the college’s tradition of excellence as they distinguish themselves with contributions to 
their professions and our society.
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Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering
Hao Chen   
Civil Engineering
JeeYu Choi   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Taime Douglas Fenton   
Biomedical Engineering
Patrick Pierce Gallagher   
Mechanical Engineering
Ryan David Hall   
Civil Engineering
Jason William Ryan   
Computer Science and Engineering
Jamaal Allen Scott   
Mechanical Engineering
Seema Anil Suthar   
Industrial Engineering
Sean Patrick Wagner   
Chemical Engineering
College of Engineering
The College of Engineering at the University of Iowa is recognized for its groundbreaking research, hands-on personalized learning, 
and education that connects our students to a wide range of disciplines and resources. We position our students for success 
while on campus and in their careers beyond the university by providing them with the tools and experiences that will make them 
successful engineers who will have a global impact. Becoming an engineer at Iowa—an engineer and something more—is rooted in 
our commitment to combining engineering education and research with other areas of academic excellence across the university, 
including international studies, writing and communications, health sciences, business, law, arts, and humanities. This approach has 
helped establish the University of Iowa as the place to educate and train talented engineers who can address grand global challenges 
in a rapidly changing world.
There are more than 15,600 Iowa engineering alumni living and working throughout the world—4,500 in the state of Iowa—many with 
corporate and personal ties to the college through recruitment, mentoring, guest seminars, faculty consulting, sponsored research, 
financial giving, and other interactions.
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Juris Doctor
Jason M. Landow   
Doctor of Juridical 
Science
Masamichi Yamamoto   
College of Law
The University of Iowa College of Law prepares its students to become tomorrow’s leaders in law, government, and industry.  
Our leading law library, global curriculum, and strong writing tradition underpin the world-class legal education we provide.  
Through our live-client clinics and a wide range of externship placements, our law students hone their skills and embrace the  
highest ideals of the legal profession by providing legal services to the indigent and working on law reform for the improvement  
of the general welfare. Iowa-educated lawyers begin making a difference very early in their careers.
Our alumni practice law from Wall Street to Silicon Valley, from London to Beijing, and in almost all of Iowa’s 99 counties. As 
corporate counsel, they advise business leaders, and as chief executive officers, they run businesses. They are state and federal 
judges, appointed officials, elected leaders, law professors, law deans, and university presidents. They can be found in classrooms, 
courtrooms, and boardrooms in every state in the nation, and around the world.
The College of Law ranks among the nation’s best law schools, public or private. But as a public law school, we take our missions of 
access, affordability, and service seriously. To fulfill the promise to the public we serve, we draw upon the breadth and depth of the 
law school’s assembled expertise to create new knowledge and to address the weightiest problems confronting modern society. We 
are grateful to the state of Iowa and the many individuals whose support contributes to our successes.
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Bachelor of Arts
Josephine Maria Abelleira   
Health and Human Physiology
Steven James Achrazoglou   
Enterprise Leadership
Kylie Renee Adams   
Psychology
Shelby Noelle Alarcon   
Social Work
Alexandra Elaine Allpress   
Health and Human Physiology
McKenna Rio Angellotti   
Health and Human Physiology
Madeline Arnold   
Psychology
Andrew Joseph Ausdemore   
Enterprise Leadership
Selena Brooke Baccam   
Health and Human Physiology
Madison K. Bair   
Art
Nicole Banks   
Social Work
Holliday Joy Bender   
Communication Studies
Spanish
Katherine Jones Bening   
Communication Studies
Joanne Maxine Bergland   
English and Creative Writing
Travis Knute Bertelsen   
Political Science
Sachi S. Bhobe   
Psychology
Arig Yousif Bilal   
Anthropology
Alyssa Lee Boland   
Theatre Arts
Ryan Parker Boyle   
Enterprise Leadership
Kelsey Jo Breitbach   
Interdepartmental Studies
Brandon Brittain   
Enterprise Leadership
Marcus Vincent Brown   
English and Creative Writing
Samantha Christina Brown   
Health and Human Physiology
Marlee Buchholz   
Sociology
Kennedy Lynn Buss   
Enterprise Leadership
Health and Human Physiology
Chandler Raye Capitani   
Health and Human Physiology
Cristina Castillo   
Health and Human Physiology
Jennette Catherine Cecchini   
Health and Human Physiology
Jordan Mitchell Chapman   
Economics
Cecilia Chavarria   
Social Work
Kathryn Anna Clarke   
Health and Human Physiology
Erin Marie Clark   
Theatre Arts
Ana Osa Clemons   
Interdepartmental Studies
Chase Xeangelese Coley   
International Studies
Terence Malcolm Collins   
Enterprise Leadership
Blanca Aurora Contreras-Jacobo   
Social Work
Chandler Taylor-Madison Cox   
Anthropology
Brandon James Cusey   
Enterprise Leadership
Maile Marie Davis   
Global Health Studies
Karly Donahue   
Health and Human Physiology
Jake Ryan Dorman   
English and Creative Writing
Spencer Wayne-Stratton Drahos   
Enterprise Leadership
+***Valerie Drake   
Russian
Honors in International Studies
Lyndsey Paige Duttlinger   
Biology
Michael Jonathan Edwards   
Psychology
Kayla Ann Ehrecke   
Enterprise Leadership
Sadie Elbert   
Honors in Social Work
Kathryn Elizabeth Estey   
Economics
Elizabeth Anne Fedders   
International Studies
Mackenzie Jolynn Fields   
Social Work
Brittany Alyse Filas   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Allyvia Fogarty   
Psychology
Arthur Burton Ford III   
Enterprise Leadership
Riley Francis   
Health and Human Physiology
Summer Katherine Franklin   
Political Science
Katherine Elizabeth Garbacz   
Health and Human Physiology
Ramiro Osiel Garcia Resendiz   
Interdepartmental Studies
+*Daniel Freyr Gardarsson   
Environmental Sciences
Economics
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences invites students to explore the entire range of human learning, from the visual and 
performing arts to the humanities, social sciences, and natural and mathematical sciences. 
Our students work with faculty members who are committed to integrating their research into their teaching and to helping students 
develop their own capacity to communicate persuasively, think creatively, adapt quickly, be open to emerging ideas and technologies, 
and work with colleagues with diverse expertise and backgrounds to solve problems and develop new frontiers. 
In 1900-01, the college had about 600 students in its four “courses of study,” and a faculty consisting of only 28 professors and 
assistant professors. Today, more than 17,000 undergraduates are enrolled every year. About 80 percent of all UI undergraduates begin 
their studies in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and we award about 70 percent of the university’s undergraduate degrees. 
We are grateful to the many alumni who continue to support the college with their time and expertise and who have helped to provide 
funding to create opportunities and scholarships for our students. Most important, we are proud of our hardworking graduates who 
carry their University of Iowa College of Liberal Arts and Sciences education into their professional and civic lives.
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Lucas Ray Gibbs   
German
Karanveer Singh Gill   
International Relations
Olivia Rae Ginther   
Communication Studies
Sukurat Giwa   
Mathematics
Josiah Gnann   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Grant Goeden   
Health and Human Physiology
Roberto Gonzalez   
Interdepartmental Studies
Jaya Guha   
Health and Human Physiology
Sarah J. A. Gust   
Social Work
Alyssa Elizabeth Guzman   
English and Creative Writing
Wade Christopher Hampton   
Theatre Arts
Cinema
Gavin Parker Hanson   
History
Lyric Allante Harris   
Enterprise Leadership
Journalism and Mass Communication
Zachary Edward Harris   
English
Aunica Lynn Harvey   
Dance
Alec Christian Hauge   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Jenna Michele Heeren   
Dance
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Hicks   
Enterprise Leadership
Haylee Lauren Himel   
English
Alison Howey   
Spanish
Haoxiang Huang   
Economics
Catherine Rose Hudson   
Speech and Hearing Science
Jamie Marie Huntley   
Health and Human Physiology
Jessica Wai Chun Ip   
Computer Science
Mattie Shirin Jacobsen   
Enterprise Leadership
Brian Harrison James   
Cinema
Madison Jenkins   
Communication Studies
Chase Allen Junk   
Political Science
Christian Anthony Kalama   
Psychology
Jennifer Tookah Khanakhounkhong   
Sociology
Taein Kim   
Economics
Hannah Miller Klausner   
Social Work
Jamie Lynn Kleffman   
Enterprise Leadership
Dale Ray Klingbeil   
Enterprise Leadership
Kelcie Lynn Kraft   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Zachary Allen Krueger   
Informatics
Annie Kurtz   
Enterprise Leadership
Kyler Mathew Lang   
Informatics
Jorge Armando Lara, Jr.   
Philosophy
Lucas James LeGrand   
Interdepartmental Studies
Yeo Rang Lee   
Biology
Madeline Marie Leonard   
Psychology
Jacob Michael Levy   
Spanish
Martino Lam Le   
Health and Human Physiology
Collin Lee Lidstrom   
Computer Science
Angelia Mahaney   
Dance
Sophie Marie Mandal   
Health and Human Physiology
Hannah Martin   
Social Work
Jacqueline Ann Mask   
Communication Studies
Austin Joseph-Michael Mays   
English
Matthew Sabal McCan   
Music
Computer Science
Karli Rose McClure   
Social Work
Melissa McCoy   
Interdepartmental Studies
Hao Mei   
Economics
Rumu Meng   
Linguistics
Asian Languages and Literature
Benjamin Walter Meyer   
Health and Human Physiology
Aaron Miguel Mickens   
African American Studies
Grace Shannon Milnamow   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Bin Ming   
Interdepartmental Studies
Sidiratu Mohammed   
Economics
Viktor Henry Moldenhauer   
Economics
Gerardo Moncada   
Health and Human Physiology
Gladys Lynn Movall   
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachel Neymeyer   
Computer Science
Erin Elizabeth Nolan   
Enterprise Leadership
Jordan Caine Nunez   
Computer Science
Jennifer L. O’Neill   
Ethics and Public Policy
Political Science
Casey Obrochta, Jr.   
Enterprise Leadership
McKenna Lynn Parks   
Health and Human Physiology
Gabrielle May Perruzzi   
Psychology
Emily Nicole Petty   
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael Matthew Phillips   
Economics
Lillian Pollard   
Informatics
Disong Qin   
Economics
Andrada Raicov-Avram   
International Studies
Thomas Van Rathbun   
Environmental Sciences
Olivia Elizabeth Rauk   
Sport Studies
Blaise Robert Reints   
Computer Science
Kjirstin Marie Rein   
Social Work
Courtney Lauren Reiss   
Communication Studies
Benton Keith Reynolds   
Psychology
Stamatia Samantha Robbins   
Psychology
Anne Eddy Rodruck   
Anthropology
Journalism and Mass Communication
Xiomara Santana   
Health and Human Physiology
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Alexander J. Saucedo   
Environmental Sciences
Kayla Schmitt   
Communication Studies
Erika Bryn Schupp   
Interdepartmental Studies
Whitney Lynn Schutterle   
Enterprise Leadership
Brian Thomas Severson   
Political Science
Kelsie Taylor Sherbon   
Health and Human Physiology
Jillian Sue Shipley   
Psychology
Zhuqing Shi   
Economics
Janice Kay Sinclair   
Social Work
Nowlin Chatman Smalls III   
Asian Languages and Literature
International Studies
Evan Parker Smith   
English and Creative Writing
Tanner Usher Smith   
Social Work
Zihang Song   
Economics
Psychology
Dylan Lee Sporaa   
Political Science
Ningxi Sun   
Economics
Michelle Caroline Sweeney   
Communication Studies
Shelby Lynn Sweeney   
Ethics and Public Policy
Suha Taha   
Interdepartmental Studies
Alexander Wade Tang   
Enterprise Leadership
Madison Nicole Tessmer   
Enterprise Leadership
Krunal Thakor   
Interdepartmental Studies
Harleen Mayjil Thompson   
Health and Human Physiology
Gregory James Traficanti   
Economics
Emily Sue Van Kirk   
Asian Languages and Literature
Seangchan Cathy Vanhxay   
Health and Human Physiology
Anna Catherine Wells   
Anthropology
John Robert Wheeler   
Communication Studies
Makelti White   
Health and Human Physiology
Hunter Williams   
English and Creative Writing
Maurice J. Woods   
Social Work
Arica Camil Wright   
Sociology
Junke Xue   
Economics
Kenneth William Zabresky   
Interdepartmental Studies
Junyan Zhang   
Economics
Yutian Zhao   
Economics
Jiahui Zhou   
Computer Science
Art
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Ryan John Dorman   
Art
Jessica Marie Duling   
Art
Daniel Robert McGarry   
Art
Matthew Alan Springer   
Art
Bachelor of Music
**Katherine Mary Franzen   
Bachelor of Science
Kevin Blake Beadle   
Human Physiology
Brittany Elizabeth Bieber   
Therapeutic Recreation
Michael Steven Buffa   
Human Physiology
Molly Elizabeth Burkle   
Therapeutic Recreation
Jamie Leigh Busch   
Human Physiology
Paul Robert Carenen   
Sport and Recreation Management
Leah Michelle Cheatham   
Human Physiology
Allison Clements   
Therapeutic Recreation
Riley Frances Coyle   
Therapeutic Recreation
Paige Marie Dighton   
Therapeutic Recreation
Margaret Magill Dzurisin   
Therapeutic Recreation
Bailey Renee Eisenman   
Sport and Recreation Management
Robert Peter Fischer   
Human Physiology
Johannah Coleen Gillaspey   
Therapeutic Recreation
Sukurat Giwa   
Statistics
Callie Sue Glidden   
Therapeutic Recreation
Paul C. Goetzman II   
Human Physiology
Martha Alissa Greazel   
Therapeutic Recreation
Samantha Lea Hammann   
Human Physiology
Kristina Marie Hernandez   
Global Health Studies
Joshua Michael Hetzler   
Mathematics
Owen Alden G Hopkins   
Sport and Recreation Management
Di Huang   
Computer Science
Daniel Huizinga   
Sport and Recreation Management
Anagha Preeti Inamdar   
Human Physiology
Nicole Katherine Kastenholz   
Therapeutic Recreation
John Thomas Kealey   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kourtney Rae Kepler   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kelcie Lynn Kraft   
Environmental Sciences
Michael William Lattner   
Sport and Recreation Management
Ashley Lepe   
Biology
+Michael David Lord   
Human Physiology
Spencer James Ludman   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kelsey Kathleen McCuskey   
Therapeutic Recreation
Daniel Robert McGarry   
Biology
Thomas Holden Miksch   
Computer Science
Kara Elizabeth Neustrom   
Therapeutic Recreation
Daly Scott Quinn   
Sport and Recreation Management
Lauren E. Rebodos   
Therapeutic Recreation
Kaitrin Olivia Reid   
Therapeutic Recreation
Allie Rieken   
Therapeutic Recreation
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Autumn Elizabeth Rieken   
Biology
Elizabeth Marie Roach   
Therapeutic Recreation
Andrew Russell Schoneman   
Computer Science
Kyle Brandon Skarbek   
Global Health Studies
Audry H. Taylor   
Psychology
Harleen Mayjil Thompson   
Psychology
Matthew James Trembath   
Geoscience
Emelina Rose Van Buer   
Therapeutic Recreation
Psychology
Zihan Wang   
Human Physiology
Cydney Lyn Westen   
Therapeutic Recreation
Melanie Coleen Willis   
Therapeutic Recreation
Jack Wonham   
Sport and Recreation Management
Brianna Suzanne Wright   
Biology
Oleksandr Yarema   
Human Physiology
+*Taralynn Nicole Young   
Honors in Therapeutic Recreation
+Ziying Yu   
Mathematics
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Bachelor of Science
Aaron Paul Williams   
Radiation Sciences
Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver 
College of Medicine
The University of Iowa Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver College of Medicine is an integral part of University of Iowa Health Care, the 
state’s only comprehensive academic medical center, which also includes UI Hospitals & Clinics and UI Physicians, the state’s largest 
multispecialty group practice. Educated in an atmosphere of scholarship, humanism, and respect, students acquire the knowledge and 
skills necessary to embrace advances in medical science and technology and serve as advocates for their patients, their profession, 
and their communities.
The Carver College of Medicine is the only college in Iowa that offers a curriculum leading to the Doctor of Medicine. It also awards 
degrees in Doctor of Physical Therapy, Master of Clinical Nutrition, Master of Clinical Anatomy, Master in Medical Education, Master of 
Physician Assistant Studies, and Master of Science in Athletic Training. Additionally, Carver College of Medicine students can earn a 
Bachelor of Science degree in medical laboratory science, nuclear medicine technology, or radiation sciences.
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Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies
Alexander Jay Fuller   
Alissa LuAnn Hebrink   
Sara Jones   
Julie Denise Knobloch   
Jazzmine Elexis Marie Mangler   
Kristin Miller   
Cheryce Renae Morrison   
Amy Samuel   
Mary Sanders   
Nathan Vernon Swoyer   
Amber Marie Vanourney   
Joseph Casey Warnecke   
Halle Yates   
Bachelor of Applied 
Studies
Megan Jo Baumunk   
Ryan Freesemann   
Anne Julian Ledtje   
Sahm Joseph Lovan   
Ursula Andrea Starr Miniter   
Beth Nichole Pries   
Kamie Roske   
Ashlyn Schettler   
College of Public Health
Public health is an interdisciplinary field made up of a wide range of professionals, including physicians, pharmacists, social workers, 
nutritionists, environmental scientists, health educators, biostatisticians, epidemiologists, health service administrators, and many 
others. What unites public health practitioners is the shared goal of preventing disease and injury and promoting healthy practices 
among entire populations.
The College of Public Health includes the Departments of Biostatistics, Community and Behavioral Health, Epidemiology, Health 
Management and Policy, and Occupational and Environmental Health. The college offers the undergraduate Bachelor of Arts in Public 
Health and the Bachelor of Science in Public Health. Four graduate degrees are offered: Master of Health Administration, Master of 
Public Health, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy. Several public health combined-degree options are available with other UI 
colleges, including Business, Law, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine, and Pharmacy, as well as the College of Veterinary Medicine at 
Iowa State University. An interdisciplinary program in human toxicology also is available.
There are opportunities for distance learning and certificate programs in public health. The Undergrad to Grad Program allows 
incoming undergraduates to earn both a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in five years. More than 25 research centers and 
institutes based in the college provide focused research on critical public health topics and deliver outreach and service activities in 
every Iowa county and beyond. Approximately 450 degree-seeking students are enrolled in the College of Public Health. The college 
is accredited by the Council on Education for Public Health.
University College
University College, created in 2005, serves an important role at the University of Iowa, and is the academic home for a number of 
courses and degree programs that span the university. 
The college provides educational opportunities for students that are both credit and noncredit through the continuing work of 
service units: Distance and Online Education, Center for Conferences, and the Summer Writing Festival. Many other nonacademic 
departments from across campus also offer coursework through University College. 
Two undergraduate degrees, the Bachelor of Applied Studies (BAS) and the Bachelor of Liberal Studies (BLS), are offered through 
University College. Both degrees, which may be completed entirely online or through a combination of on-campus and online 
coursework, draw on courses from other undergraduate colleges. The BAS and BLS are designed for working adults balancing 
professional growth and busy lives, providing a flexible pathway to an undergraduate degree. A number of undergraduate  
certificate programs are also offered and can be added to either degree program.
Student success is also an important mission of University College and is supported in numerous programs within the college, 
including Orientation Services, On Iowa!, Success at Iowa, First-Year Seminars, Excelling@Iowa, Supplemental Instruction, Tutor Iowa, 
and Early Intervention. These programs contribute to a student’s personal measure of collegiate success, both academically and in 
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Graduate College
Founded in 1900, the University of Iowa Graduate College manages the enrollment and degree progress for nearly 5,000 students 
from over 100 graduate programs in 10 different colleges spanning the arts and humanities, biological sciences, health sciences, 
engineering, education, physical sciences, social sciences, and business.
The mission of the UI Graduate College is to foster an intellectual environment conducive to exemplary research, scholarship, and 
creativity among graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, and faculty. The college makes every effort to ensure that the graduate 
programs offered by the university are of high quality and stimulate the creation of new knowledge and information, and that these 
efforts simultaneously benefit both graduate and undergraduate student learning. The Graduate College serves as an advocate for 
graduate education, allocates resources that support graduate students and programs, manages policies and procedures to establish 
and assess graduate programs, and fosters interdisciplinary programs.
Doctor of Philosophy
Maryam Abdioskouei   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Wisam Saad Hasan Al Bakri   
Pharmacy
Yasir Q M Al Baqqal   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Samer Saadi Hussein Al Jailawi   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Radhika Anaredy   
Chemistry
Arvind Balachandrasekaran   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Nancy Ann Barth   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Andrew Ryan Beer   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Sampurna Biswas   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Jada Bittle   
Neuroscience
Anastasia Vladimirovna Blake   
Chemistry
Kevin Thomas Booth   
Biomedical Science
Ashkan Bozorgzad   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Visarut Buranasudja   
Human Toxicology
Noaquia N. D. Callahan   
History
Justin Michael Carter   
Chemistry
Mathew Brian Cover   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Johnny Cruz Corchado   
Genetics
Ronilda Raymond D’Cunha   
Pharmacy
Erica Damman   
Interdisciplinary Studies
Erica Davisson   
Nursing
Justine L. Delgado   
Pharmacy
Chad Walter Drake   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kareem Atef Nassar Ebeid   
Pharmacy
Eric Blockhus Emmons   
Neuroscience
Madelyn Marie Espinosa-Cotton   
Free Radical and Radiation Biology
Catherine Anne Fiala   
Nursing
Eric Christopher Frick   
Biomedical Engineering
Sarah Ellen Gerard   
Biomedical Engineering
Ananda Kumar Ghosh   
Chemistry
Steve Ehren Glenn   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Aaron Matthew Goddard   
Biomedical Engineering
Brian Green   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Ilya Gurevic   
Chemistry
Jesse Andrew Hamer   
Mathematics
Rebecca Marie Hawbaker   
Teaching and Learning
Jacob Herrmann   
Biomedical Engineering
Andrea Lee Holcombe   
Epidemiology
Sikder Rezwanul Huq   
Computer Science
Lisa Marie Jackson   
English
Thomas David James   
Neuroscience
Somya Kapoor   
Free Radical and Radiation Biology
Daniel John Kelpsch   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Benjamin Michael King   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Paige Nicole Kluz   
Free Radical and Radiation Biology
Patrick Lansdon   
Genetics
Michael Timothy Lash   
Computer Science
Wesley Kayser Lay   
Biochemistry
Ye Lin   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Yingying Liu   
Statistics
Mengshi Li   
Human Toxicology
Qing Li   
Biostatistics
Sarah Marie Lucas   
Music
Paige Renee Madsen   
Mass Communications
Aarati Mahat   
Applied Mathematical and Computational 
Sciences
Seyyed Hojjat Majidi   
Mechanical Engineering
Angelico Mendy   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Baoluo Meng   
Computer Science
Benjamin Allen Morton   
Communication Studies
Hang Thi Tuyet Nguyen   
Music
Sarah Ollivia O’Neill   
Spanish
Katherine Joy Perschbacher   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Sunrita Poddar   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Jacob Andrew Poliskey   
Pharmacy
Kyle Thomas Powers   
Biochemistry
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George C. Pro   
Community and Behavioral Health
Mehwish Qasim   
Health Services and Policy
Taryn Vinet Richardson   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Celine Gaillard Rose   
Second Language Acquisition
Jacob Rysted   
Neuroscience
Nadia G. Sabbagh Steinberg   
Social Work
Seyed Farzad Salamifar   
French and Francophone World Studies
Namita Ajay Sawant   
Pharmacy
Nathaniel Ray Shaffer   
Physics
Parin Ajay Shah   
Chemistry
Arpit Sharma   
Biochemistry
Bhupesh Shetty   
Business Administration
Bernard Kashmere Short   
Music
Aditya Bharadwaj Singaraju   
Pharmacy
Eric Thomas Sletten   
Chemistry
Bethany Johnson Smith   
English
David Alan Tarailo   
Geoscience
Viral Dinesh Tejani   
Speech and Hearing Science
Yue Tian   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Mahdi Torabi Rad   
Mechanical Engineering
Joel Edgardo Tosado Jimenez   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Kevin Thomas Urak   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Eric Uwimana   
Human Toxicology
Ethan Philip Valentine   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Amber Marie Vu   
Microbiology
Jennifer Lynn Welch   
Microbiology
Timothy B. Weng   
Psychology
Richard Herbert Wiebe, Jr.   
Film Studies
Katlyn Earl Williams   
English
Kristin Gail Wurster   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Yang Yang   
Applied Mathematical and Computational 
Sciences
Zeb Ralph Zacharias   
Immunology
Zhe Zhou   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Diego de Floor e Silva   
Physics
Doctor of Musical Arts
John Joseph Cummins     
Yu-Han Kuan   
Helen Ninoska Thrall   
Janet Brehm Ziegler   
Doctor of Physical 
Therapy
Sulliman Abdulla Al-Ostaz   
Seth Daniel Bendixen   
Calista Kay Beyer   
Kristen Elizabeth Bolen   
Kelly Ann Brofka   
Katelyn Burger   
Lauren Elizabeth Cass   
Michael Alan Doering   
John Donovan   
Abigail Louise Drexler   
Alexis Enrique Ferrer   
Allison Corinne Garmager   
Lily Paige Gasway   
Sonja Gilbertson   
Sara Ann Hahn   
Elizabeth Alexandria Halbur   
Jared Hanus   
Katherine Anne Helmlinger   
Aliyah Hoskins   
Ryan Patrick Johnson   
Caryn Jessica Kadous   
Paige Marie Kelly   
Sarah Catherine Kemp   
Kaitlyn Alexis Kincart   
Kelsey Klecan   
Austin Daniel Kramer   
Kristopher Guenther Krohn   
Paige Michelle Lassen   
Lauren Maze   
Nicholas Ronald Nielsen   
Paige Polonus   
Collin Daniel Schrader   
Caitlyn Taylor Schug   
Jordan Christopher Smith   
Megan Kathrine Struck   
Anne McCormick Sullivan   
Lucas DeWayne Thompson   
Brenna Wetzel  
Master of Fine Arts
William Franklin Blair   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Nicolas Medina Mora Perez   
English
Trudi Anne Starbeck-Miller   
Art
Master of Arts
Holly Ann Adams   
Teaching and Learning
Kathryn Marie Aziz   
Teaching and Learning
David Harlan Babcock   
Philosophy
Brock Lawrence Baumert   
Sport and Recreation Management
Broderick Devon Binns   
Sport and Recreation Management
Alexandra Boettcher   
Strategic Communication
Patrick Edward Brady   
History
Colton Brouwer   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Amy Jo Calandro   
Teaching and Learning
Lindsey May Cobie   
Strategic Communication
Patrick Cochran   
Philosophy
Hanna Elizabeth Collins   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Joseph Arthur Cooley   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Andrew John Ferderer, Jr.   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jacob Flathers   
Sport and Recreation Management
Marisa Lily Gaetgaeow   
Music
Christian William Gelhaus   
Sport and Recreation Management
Salim George   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Michael Goldberg   
Teaching and Learning
Hannah Marie Margaret Hacker   
Library and Information Science
Thomas Brian Harder   
Sport and Recreation Management
Aaron Haupert   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jeremy Charles Heeringa   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Parker August Hesse   
Sport and Recreation Management
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Martin Thomas Hopkins   
Sport and Recreation Management
Addison Daniel Huygens   
Political Science
Taylor Nicole Irwin   
Teaching and Learning
Courtney Leigh Juelich   
Political Science
Deja Knight   
Psychology
John Robert Koehler   
Teaching and Learning
Kelsey Lee Koffend   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Ethan Randall LeBeau   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Sunhyoung Lee   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Nicole Isabel Levad   
Library and Information Science
Haley Jean Lunde   
Library and Information Science
Sheri Renee Martin   
Political Science
Jennifer Ruth Melmon   
Asian Civilizations
Francis Anuj Menezes   
Interdisciplinary Studies
Alexander Millard   
English
Dustin James Miller   
Teaching and Learning
Peter Gerard Miller   
Classics
Carrie Ann Morris   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Cristina Munoz   
Geography
Cody Norling   
Music
Megan Patsch   
Political Science
Julia Puckett   
Teaching and Learning
Diamond Boyd Quaye   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Angela Kristine Ramey   
Teaching and Learning
Catherine A. Sarrazin   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Paul James Schmitt   
English
Sydney Elsie Schneckloth   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Andrew John Schnoebelen   
Sport and Recreation Management
Holly Alanna Stevenson   
Philosophy
Jeffrey Brooks Stout   
Political Science
Marisa C. Tank   
Strategic Communication
Anna Katrina Tonsfeldt   
Library and Information Science
Rachel Torres   
Political Science
Desmond D. Wallace   
Political Science
Jielu Yao   
Political Science
Master of Science
Zackary George Aboud   
Business Analytics
Emily E. Adam   
Epidemiology
Shantanu Agarwal   
Mathematics
Suhaila Alhaj-Suliman   
Pharmacy
Curtis John Balz   
Mathematics
Alexander Jacques Bates   
Mathematics
Peyton Brian Blake   
Informatics
Amy LeAnn Bohner   
Epidemiology
Andrea Patricia Caceres   
Biomedical Engineering
Stephen Andrew Carr   
Business Analytics
Sena Chae   
Informatics
Ashley Flores   
Chemistry
Alex Michael Gerard   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Bakir Hajdarevic   
Biomedical Engineering
Lyndsay Anne Harshman   
Translational Biomedicine
Helin Hernandez   
Biostatistics
Laura Johnson   
Business Analytics
Cara Danielle Keller   
Business Analytics
Laura Kelly   
Pharmacy
Nicole Lynn Kloepfer   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Allyn Dean Klunder   
Business Analytics
Jonathan Koonce   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Garrett William Larson   
Informatics
Jessica Catherine Lile   
Urban and Regional Planning
Shawn Ryan Nevalainen   
Mathematics
Yue Pan   
Mathematics
Anup Poudel   
Mathematics
Jaden M. Prottsman   
Business Analytics
Ryan Raymond Rancour   
Informatics
Alan Mohsen Rassoolkhani   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Alex Richter   
Statistics
Michael James Salino-Hugg   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Wei Shao   
Mathematics
Abigail Stickel   
Business Analytics
Umang Swami   
Clinical Investigation
Danielle Elizabeth Thomas   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Venkata Rami Reddy Vanukuri   
Business Analytics
Wei Xie   
Informatics
Xudong Zhang   
Statistics
Master of Science in 
Nursing
Alejandra Gonzalez   
Elyse Lydie Laures   
Seyedehtannaz Saeidzadeh
Master of Accountancy
William Keith Converse   
Jian Hong   
Sarah Schwind   
Dylan Michael Taylor   
Mitchell Douglas Taylor   
Master of Arts in 
Teaching
Megan Renee Martens   
Teaching and Learning
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Specialist in Education
Dawn Renee Barker Anderson   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Pei Huang   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Master of Computer 
Science
Michael Paul Caton   
Runxiong Dong   
Mudathir Mahgoub Yahia Mohamed   
Ali Mokhtari 
Master of Health 
Administration
Zach J. Brennan   
Health Management and Policy
Aaron Morse   
Health Management and Policy
Cassandra M. Smith   
Health Management and Policy
Kylor Jeffrey Sorensen   
Health Management and Policy
Master of Public Health
Marta Andelson   
Mayra Lizeth Coronado Garcia   
Joshua Michael Gold   
Christopher Anthony Lee
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Bachelor of Business 
Administration
Nicholas Adduce   
Accounting 
Finance
Sultana Ajroja   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Hamdan Al Ahbabi   
Economics 
Finance
Andrew Louis Anthony   
Finance
Chuanxu Ao   
Finance
Emily Ayala   
Management
Mick Joseph Baker   
Management
Mason Paul Beezley   
Finance
Jayme Ranae Bigger   
Marketing
William Walter Bjorholm   
Finance
Tyler Richard Blackburn   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Andrew Steven Blackford   
Accounting
Aime De Lolowu Blu, Sr.   
Finance
Ashley Bojczuk   
Management
Brandon Michael Brusca   
Economics 
Finance
Samuel James Buckley   
Finance
Benjamin Alexander Bullerman   
Finance 
Accounting
Joseph Patrick Canniff III   
Finance
Christian Castano Bonilla   
Management
Chen Chen   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Finance
Gong Chen   
Finance 
Business Analytics and Information Systems
**Michael Joseph Chizek   
Accounting
WooJin Choi   
Finance
Yu Suk Choi   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Christina Marie Coleman   
Management
Alexander Conklin   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Timothy Cooke   
Finance
Brian Scott Cook   
Finance 
Accounting
Cade Michael Cooper   
Finance
Erin Eileen Crabtree   
Accounting
Chip Eberhardt Craven   
Finance
Dane Elijah Cronbaugh   
Marketing
Edward Cunningham   
Finance 
Accounting
Ryan Anthony Curran   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Kriztina Dagrizikos   
Marketing
Sydney Day   
Finance
Elijah Kurt Doetsch   
Economics
Josh Doherty   
Finance 
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Haoran Dong   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Madeline Grace Dostal   
Marketing
Declan Christopher Doyle   
Management
Elliott Eastburn   
Finance
Samantha Eudaley   
Management
Christian Anthony Farraj   
Finance




+*Julianna Feracota   
Honors in Accounting
Ashley Mae Fitzpatrick   
Management
Joseph Flesner   
Marketing
James Patrick Fuhs   
Finance
Alexandra Lee Fuller   
Marketing
Alaina Rose Gerbers   
Management
Evan Joseph Gerdes   
Finance
Molly Grace Gilbert   
Accounting
Yue Gong   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
James Richard Goss IV   
Accounting 
Management
Zachary Michael Grasso   
Management
Brian Joseph Griffith   
Finance
Anqi Guo   
Accounting 
Business Analytics and Information Systems
***Fangzhou Guo   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Management
Austin Gerard Hackfort   
Finance
Patrick James Hagan   
Marketing
Matthew Michael Hanson   
Marketing
Molly Therese Hentges   
Marketing 
Finance
Daniel Heraty   
Finance
Christian E. Hicks   
Marketing
Henry B. Tippie College of Business
The University of Iowa first offered courses in economics and business in 1858. The School of Commerce was formally established in 
1914 and was later renamed the College of Business Administration in 1921. The college received national accreditation in 1923 and has 
held that accreditation since that time.
The college was renamed the Henry B. Tippie College of Business in 1999 in recognition of a significant gift from 1949 alumnus Henry 
B. Tippie. Today, there are more than 4,000 students in the college working toward Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA), Master 
of Accountancy (MAc), Master of Business Administration (MBA), Master of Science (MS), and doctoral (PhD) degrees.
With more than 50,000 living alumni around the globe, the Tippie College of Business continues its long tradition of having an impact 
on the world.
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Emily Renae Howard   
Finance
Mingfeng Huang   
Honors in Finance
Yacheng Huang   
Marketing
Madeline Anne Hubler   
Management
Austin Hutchinson   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Stephanie Hutchins   
Finance
Alec Edward Jackson   
Finance 
Accounting
Kyle Matthew Jaehrling   
Accounting
Adam Phillip Jensen   
Marketing
Taekwon Jeong   
Economics
*Lauren August Jimmerson   
Finance
Shadrac Kadiayi   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Ian K. Karr   
Finance
*Jayme Lee Kelly   
Accounting
Mercy Cherotich Kimaliny   
Accounting
*Adam Michael Kirkey   
Accounting
Troy Lincoln Konzen   
Management
Kameron Joseph Kopaska   
Finance
*Jared Michael Kowalski   
Honors in Finance
Anna Kuntz   
Finance 
Management
Steven Alan Ladd   
Economics
Celine Hui Qi Lam   
Marketing
Maddison Mary Lange   
Finance
Christopher James Lapham   
Accounting
Peter Gene Larsen   
Management
Ryan Scott Larsen   
Accounting
Maxwell Joseph LeaVesseur   
Finance
Patricia Catherine Lintzeris   
Management
Mengyao Liu   
Finance
Xiaoai Liu   
Finance
Jingjing Li   
Finance
Lin Li   
Finance
Qi Li   
Finance
Nathan Charles Luna   
Accounting
Andrew Steven Lund   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Jianbin Luo   
Finance
Qiuwei Lu   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Siru Lu   
Accounting
Weiying Lu   
Finance
Ziyu Lu   
Finance
Rohin Mahesh   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Thomas Scott Maigaard   
Management
Mary A. Martin   
Management
Halli Lynn Maurer   
Finance 
Accounting
Mandy McDonald   
Management
John Paul McDonough   
Finance
Kelsey Marie McFarland   
Management
Megan McHale   
Marketing
Hailey McHugh   
Finance
Mackenzie J. McKeever   
Marketing
John Milan McLaughlin IV   
Finance
Joseph Cole McSpadden   
Marketing
Madison Lynn Meeker   
Finance
Cassidy Linn Miller   
Marketing
Erik Frank Miller   
Finance
Michele Elizabeth Miller   
Marketing
Andrew Robert Minder   
Finance
Kathryn Michelle Moline   
Marketing
Stephanie Geraldine Hoang Moore   
Accounting
James Byron Murty II   
Management
*Tyler James Mussehl   
Finance
Hyungju Nam   
Finance
Ronald Ky Nash   
Marketing
Julon E. Nehring   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
**Anthony Robert Nelson   
Accounting
Emily Marie Oblinger   
Management
Timothy C. Otting   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Judson William Ott   
Accounting
Hankun Ou   
Finance
Jihoon Park   
Marketing
Sanggyu Park   
Marketing
Sung Cheol Park   
Marketing
Andrew E. Paull   
Accounting
Jake David Payton   
Finance
Casey Charles Pence   
Accounting
Nicole Renee Petersen   
Accounting
Jason Richard Pierce-Vazquez, Jr.   
Finance
Collin Carter Platts   
Management
Daniel Patrick Poole   
Accounting
Allison Nicole Portz   
Marketing
+Cheyenne Nicole Pratt   
Accounting 
Management
Kevin Christopher Priest   
Management
Yuhui Qian   
Management
Ryan Michael Quayat   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Andrew Richard Rasmussen   
Accounting 
Finance
Jongwuk Rhim   
Finance
Jessica Lynn Roberto   
Finance
*Nicholas James Robinson   
Finance 
Accounting
*Austin Lee Rurup   
Accounting
Nicole Russo   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Finance
Benjamin Joseph Salvador   
Finance 
Accounting
**Ryan James Schmidt   
Finance
Anna Kathryn Schuchert   
Accounting
Bryan Daniel Schultz   
Finance
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Ren Shu   
Finance
Mitchell Smith   
Economics
*Jacob Daniel Sobotka   
Economics 
Finance
Xinyuan Song   
Finance
***Jordyn T. Steinkritz   
Honors in Finance
***Hannah Louise Stewart   
Finance
Hailey Ann Stitz   
Management
Andrew Harrison Straight   
Finance 
Accounting
Bo Sun   
Accounting
Hongtao Sun   
Finance
Xinfei Sun   
Finance
Matthew Sural   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Brent Michael Swanson   
Marketing
Ryan Patrick Swartzendruber   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Alisha Marie Teutsch   
Management
Craig Lemire Tierney   
Marketing
Grant Troyer   
Management
Tsz Ying Tsang   
Finance
**Caissa Sue Tuley   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Accounting
Li Yu Tu   
Finance
Victoria Lynn Vaughn   
Marketing
Nicholas Darryl Vogt   
Management
***Brianna Christine Voss   
Accounting
**Christina Elizabeth Wallen   
Accounting
Rachel Elizabeth Walter   
Accounting
Bingzhen Wang   
Finance
Sihan Wang   
Finance
Yi Wang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Finance
Yuanheng Wang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Heather Lynn Weber   
Finance
Samantha Wiezorek   
Marketing
Blake Wilson   
Marketing
Chase Brian Woodall   
Management
Patrick Joseph Wronkiewicz   
Management
Wei Ming Wu   
Accounting
Chengyuan Xuan   
Finance
Xiaodi Xu   
Finance
Qifan Yang   
Finance
Ting Yang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Kun Yan   
Finance
*Weiqing Yan   
Finance
Luyang Ye   
Finance
Ye Zelong   
Accounting 
Finance
Haiying Zhang   
Economics
Shunshun Zhang   
Finance
Xi Zhang   
Accounting 
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Xuming Zhang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Yifan Zhang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Yiran Zhang   
Finance
Yekun Zhan   
Finance
Kailin Zhou   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Kexi Zhou   
Finance
Master of Business 
Administration
*Arijan Alagic   
Kathryn Louise Altmaier   
Amela Andelija   
*Dane Ryan Anderson   
*Aymman Shaikh Anis   
Chiranjeevi Aradhya   
Manoj Aryal   
Kaylee Beth Ayers   
Manjeev Bajwa   
Todd Baldwin   
Stefano Barcheri   
*Ethan Alexander Berg   
*Stephen Edgar Bonneau   
Wyatt Andrew Boshart   
Ciaran Bowe   
Zach J. Brennan   
Morgan Lawrence Broeg   
Alison Parker Burchett   
Margherita Busca   
*Jillna Jayprakash Claus   
Matthew W. Conard   
*Michael Patrick Coulter   
*Amer Basheer Dababneh   
Neil Bharat Dalal   
Kari Marie Frerk   
David Gee   
Sarah Marie Gluck   
Sunilkumar Gopakumar   
*Krista Grange   
*Keith Jacob Hannapel   
*Dana Lynn Healy Nogelmeier   
Erica Hill   
Alicia Jacobson   
Angela Dawn Jiskoot   
*Patrick Ryan Kelley   
*Choon Foo Khor   
Murali Mohan Kotla   
Kimberly Rae Lammers   
Michael Joseph Lown   
Seth Michael Mathis   
Samantha Nicole McCleish   
*Stephen J. McCleish   
Thomas John McGee   
Jacob Ryan Meyers   
*Natalie Lynn Miller   
Katie Jo Minehart   
Aaron Morse   
Kathleen Ann Murphy   
*Benjamin Tyler Musgjerd   
Michael Nelson, Jr.   
Keith Lawrence Niebur   
Ryne Oller   
Erin Sue Parks   
*Melissa Christine Pepper   
Thomas Christian Peters   
*Binod Pokharel   
*Alex Michael Potter   
*Samuel Tom Pritchard   
Shawn Thomas Ravenscraft   
*Kelli Lynn Reinhart   
Lindsey Ann Rolfs   
Adam Samborski   
Jayni Marie Schissel   
*Creighton J. Schmidt   
*Andrew Scholl   
*Tyler Scott Schuett   
*Jordan Shaw   
Scott Allen Shaw   
Shen Shen   
*Marne Lynn Sirfus   
Corey Allan Skadburg   
Andrew Michael Smock   
Kylor Jeffrey Sorensen   
*Brian James Sporrer   
*Elizabeth Grace Sporrer   
Eduardo Tamez Zamarripa   
Pradipkumar J. Tanpure   
Alexandrea Elizabeth Wallway   
Bradley Robert Watkins   
*Jennifer Wilkinson   
*Lucas Michael Winsman   
*Xu Yang   
*Benjamin Kurt Zelle
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College of Education
The UI College of Education is the top-ranked college of education in the state of Iowa and is also recognized among the best in  
the nation with its secondary-education teacher education program in the top 2 percent and the elementary education program in the 
top 6 percent nationally.
The college traces its roots to the University of Iowa’s founding in 1847. Teacher education was the only program specifically called  
for when legislators created the State University of Iowa, just 59 days after Iowa became a state.
The College of Education offers teacher preparation programs based on bachelor’s degrees. Elementary education is a College  
of Education major leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree. The wide variety of secondary education programs combine a liberal arts  
and sciences bachelor’s degree academic major with teacher preparation coursework. Currently, the college enrolls approximately  
550 students in teacher education programs that prepare them for licensure in elementary education and seven secondary  
education areas. 
Every Hawkeye teacher graduates with a Teacher Leader Certificate that sets them apart from every other teacher in the nation 
because of the advanced training and professional development students receive in the areas of assessment, technology, and 
diversity/community engagement.
More than 550 graduate students are enrolled in programs that consistently rank among the nation’s top 20. Graduates can be  
found serving as counselors, psychologists, principals, superintendents, student development experts, testing specialists, and 
educational administrators.
Bachelor of Arts
***Madison Elizabeth Atzen   
Elementary Education
**Jayme Lucille Blaser   
Elementary Education
Kaitlin Brooks   
Elementary Education
Courtney Noel Carley   
Elementary Education
+Gabrielle Ursula Chelette   
Honors in Education
Molly Marie Cornelison   
Elementary Education
Megan L. Eckland   
Elementary Education
Taylor Marie Elvin   
Elementary Education
Amber Marie Erickson   
Elementary Education
Isabella Marie Feller   
Elementary Education
Taylor Marie Foley   
Elementary Education
Alyssa Marie Gorkow   
Elementary Education
Clancy Quinn Haase   
Elementary Education
Claire Elizabeth Henry   
Elementary Education
Julia Herman   
Elementary Education
Claire Honsey   
Elementary Education
Michelle Marie Irwin   
Elementary Education
Reid R. Kaalberg   
Elementary Education
Chloe Elisabeth Kenworthy   
Elementary Education
**Anne Cathleen Lehmann   
Elementary Education
Amber Michelle Linnenkamp   
Elementary Education
Antonina Anna Luszczak   
Elementary Education
Abby Nicole Michaelis   
Elementary Education
Andrea Michelle Millard   
Elementary Education
Joree Alexis Miller   
Elementary Education
Ariel Kimler Mobley   
Elementary Education
***Tricia Lynn Notermann   
Elementary Education
Erica Halley Peterson   
Elementary Education
**Mattie Isabelle Rogers   
Elementary Education
Rianna Roos   
Elementary Education
Ashlyn Nicole Schoonover   
Elementary Education
Colleen Elizabeth Schuler   
Elementary Education
Taylor Ann Sloan   
Elementary Education
Brittni Marie Weinschenk   
Elementary Education
Madeline Page Westerhoff   
Elementary Education
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Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering
Aaron Ambrose   
Computer Science and Engineering
Brian James Arvanites   
Biomedical Engineering
Seth Michael Bietz   
Mechanical Engineering
Mike C. Bojarski   
Biomedical Engineering
Dylan Douglas Bolton   
Civil Engineering
Isaac Edward Bosacki   
Industrial Engineering
***Brady James Breitbach   
Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Russell Brennan   
Mechanical Engineering
Rebecca Marie Buerger   
Industrial Engineering
Daniel Calderon   
Industrial Engineering
Thomas Alan Chase   
Chemical Engineering
**Hu Chuanjing   
Civil Engineering
***Ryan Patrick Collins   
Mechanical Engineering
Tyler James Conkling   
Civil Engineering
Sarah Cooper   
Biomedical Engineering
Brian John Cummings   
Civil Engineering
Conner James Danielson   
Civil Engineering
Brendan Earl Dudley   
Biomedical Engineering
***Callum Andrew Duff   
Electrical Engineering
Jonathan Ealy   
Biomedical Engineering
Collin Jack Edmonds   
Electrical Engineering
Thomas G. Fales   
Civil Engineering
Sidy Fall   
Electrical Engineering
Matthew Glenn Finley   
Electrical Engineering
Gustavo Ignacio Firnhaber   
Biomedical Engineering
*Christopher Harvey Freese   
Mechanical Engineering
Elsa E. Gaito   
Mechanical Engineering
Corey J. Galvin   
Mechanical Engineering
Gregory Edward Graham   
Biomedical Engineering
Nathan Dean Haas   
Civil Engineering
Matthew Ray Heim   
Electrical Engineering
Samuel Andrew Hermanas   
Civil Engineering
John Richard Hill   
Civil Engineering
John Hopkins   
Industrial Engineering
Jacob Hovey   
Industrial Engineering
*Jiewei Hu   
Mechanical Engineering
Woodly Jeune   
Mechanical Engineering
Sarah Miles Keith   
Chemical Engineering
Nathan Troy Kemmer   
Civil Engineering
Alexander Michael Kluver   
Civil Engineering
+Hogan Carter Knott   
Mechanical Engineering
Julia Marie Koca   
Biomedical Engineering
Lingxing Kong   
Mechanical Engineering
+Stephen William Kruse   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Ryan Michael Krutwig   
Mechanical Engineering
*Nickolas George Kutsch   
Electrical Engineering
Zhongchi Liu   
Mechanical Engineering
Yao Ma   
Computer Science and Engineering
Bryton Meyer   
Civil Engineering
Jacob Milani   
Biomedical Engineering
Bailey R. Miller   
Electrical Engineering
David Edwin Millmeyer   
Civil Engineering
**Colton Myers   
Biomedical Engineering
Nhan Thien Nguyen   
Biomedical Engineering
Collin Scott North   
Chemical Engineering
Kolton S. O’Day   
Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin Palazzolo   
Civil Engineering
Henry Thomas Penicnak   
Mechanical Engineering
Ashley Rose Petersen   
Mechanical Engineering
Blake Evan Pierce   
Industrial Engineering
Cole Harrison Pierce   
Computer Science and Engineering
College of Engineering
The College of Engineering at the University of Iowa is recognized for its groundbreaking research, hands-on personalized learning, 
and education that connects our students to a wide range of disciplines and resources. We position our students for success 
while on campus and in their careers beyond the university by providing them with the tools and experiences that will make them 
successful engineers who will have a global impact. Becoming an engineer at Iowa—an engineer and something more—is rooted in 
our commitment to combining engineering education and research with other areas of academic excellence across the university, 
including international studies, writing and communications, health sciences, business, law, arts, and humanities. This approach has 
helped establish the University of Iowa as the place to educate and train talented engineers who can address grand global challenges 
in a rapidly changing world.
There are more than 15,600 Iowa engineering alumni living and working throughout the world—4,500 in the state of Iowa—many with 
corporate and personal ties to the college through recruitment, mentoring, guest seminars, faculty consulting, sponsored research, 
financial giving, and other interactions.
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*Christopher Richard Pinkham   
Biomedical Engineering
Andrew Peter Quested   
Civil Engineering
**Thomas Floyd Rashid   
Biomedical Engineering
Benjamin Michael Rimmele   
Mechanical Engineering
Pryor Samuel Rissover-Plotke   
Electrical Engineering
Kuan Rong   
Biomedical Engineering
+*Hanley Syharath Sayavong   
Chemical Engineering
Brad Stanley Schafer   
Industrial Engineering
James MacNeil Scher   
Civil Engineering
Jeffrey Thomas Schnell   
Electrical Engineering
Glen Schoenbeck   
Biomedical Engineering
Tiffany Mae Schoulte   
Electrical Engineering
Michael Thomas Schulz   
Industrial Engineering
Anthony Ernest Scola   
Mechanical Engineering
Erin Elizabeth Smith   
Chemical Engineering
Logan Andrade Sorensen   
Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Baron Sosnowski   
Mechanical Engineering
Connor Matthew Spading   
Mechanical Engineering
Madelyn Jean Stubits   
Industrial Engineering
Kyle Elisha Tate   
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Thiel   
Biomedical Engineering
Jackson Thomas Tiedmann   
Mechanical Engineering
Cristian Treto   
Civil Engineering
Shawn Patrick Trosen   
Chemical Engineering
Adam Jackson Tuchscherer   
Civil Engineering
Damir Alexandre Von Rohrbach   
Civil Engineering
Imani Inaja Wade   
Industrial Engineering
Carly Kay Wagner   
Civil Engineering
Junhan Wang   
Computer Science and Engineering
Michaela Christi Welu   
Industrial Engineering
Skylar Frances Wetzel   
Electrical Engineering
Spencer James Whyte   
Mechanical Engineering
James Roger Wills   
Mechanical Engineering
Trenton Walter Wilson   
Civil Engineering
Alex Nigel Wong   
Electrical Engineering
Katharine Woodruff   
Industrial Engineering
Han Xiao   
Mechanical Engineering
Ruihao Xie   
Computer Science and Engineering
Junyan Yang   
Electrical Engineering
Yonglin Zhang   
Biomedical Engineering
Baizhuang Zhou   
Mechanical Engineering
Yuhui Zou   
Computer Science and Engineering
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Master of Laws
Sara Kangus   
Yunus Kangus   
Xiaoying Shen   
Juris Doctor
Bradford Hines   
Cole Reed Lambert   
Kylie Marie Liu   




The University of Iowa College of Law prepares its students to become tomorrow’s leaders in law, government, and industry.  
Our leading law library, global curriculum, and strong writing tradition underpin the world-class legal education we provide.  
Through our live-client clinics and a wide range of externship placements, our law students hone their skills and embrace the  
highest ideals of the legal profession by providing legal services to the indigent and working on law reform for the improvement  
of the general welfare. Iowa-educated lawyers begin making a difference very early in their careers.
Our alumni practice law from Wall Street to Silicon Valley, from London to Beijing, and in almost all of Iowa’s 99 counties. As 
corporate counsel, they advise business leaders, and as chief executive officers, they run businesses. They are state and federal 
judges, appointed officials, elected leaders, law professors, law deans, and university presidents. They can be found in classrooms, 
courtrooms, and boardrooms in every state in the nation, and around the world.
The College of Law ranks among the nation’s best law schools, public or private. But as a public law school, we take our missions of 
access, affordability, and service seriously. To fulfill the promise to the public we serve, we draw upon the breadth and depth of the 
law school’s assembled expertise to create new knowledge and to address the weightiest problems confronting modern society. We 
are grateful to the state of Iowa and the many individuals whose support contributes to our successes.
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Bachelor of Arts
Sairohit Abbaraju   
Economics
Mohammed Adam Mahmoud Abdalla   
International Studies
Madalyn J. Adams   
English
Religious Studies
Amber Elizabeth Ahlf   
Interdepartmental Studies
Nick Robert Ahrens   
Economics
Gada Al Herz   
Ethics and Public Policy
Philosophy
Koffi Senami Alavo   
Political Science
Alexis Danielle Albertsen   
Health and Human Physiology
Abdulrahman Riyad A Alfawaz   
Mathematics
Aida Alibasic   
Health and Human Physiology
Alma Alibasic   
Health and Human Physiology
Carleigh Jo Aljets   
English
Connor Robert Alne   
Enterprise Leadership
Kerwin Cristopher Guese Alvero   
Enterprise Leadership
Brooke Ashley Anderson   
Health and Human Physiology
Taylen Charles Anderson   
Cinema
Journalism and Mass Communication
Drew Donald Arduser   
English
Taylor J. Arnold   
English
Gricelda Mercedes Arroyo Vasquez   
Global Health Studies
Bernitha Sarah Asare   
International Studies
Madeline Frances Marie Ascherl   
Theatre Arts
Norshahirah Asmadi   
Mathematics
Carter Joseph Ayers   
Political Science
Timesha Bailey   
Health and Human Physiology
Xin Bai   
Mathematics
Samuel Bakeris   
Ethics and Public Policy
Zachary Francis Ballmer   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lauren Claire Barber   
Art
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cynthia Michelle Barragan   
Computer Science
Brooke Hannah Batha   
Sociology
Joseph Leo Beam   
Enterprise Leadership
Julia Elizabeth Beasley   
English
Interdepartmental Studies
Jessica Marie Becker   
Psychology
Leah Danielle Becker   
Informatics
Alexander James Behnke   
Enterprise Leadership
Geography
Rachel Catherine Beitzel   
Communication Studies
Dean James Bekiaris   
English
Caleb Patrick Bell   
Political Science
Samuel Jon Bennett   
Enterprise Leadership
Arianna Ayrene Bentel   
Mathematics
Leah Marie Best   
Enterprise Leadership
Todd Mitchell Beyer II   
Health and Human Physiology
Daniel Biell   
Economics
Omar Bin Salamah   
Honors in Philosophy
Computer Science
*Jared Nicholas Blad   
Biology
Madison Emily Blodgett   
History
Gianni Booker   
Communication Studies
Allison Borgardt   
Communication Studies
John Bovard   
English
Justin Ray Bowers   
History
Beau Hayward Bowman   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Charles Edward Boyd III   
Journalism and Mass Communication
William Roland Brauweiler   
Enterprise Leadership
Katherine Ann Brevik   
Communication Studies
Christian Brissett   
Enterprise Leadership
Will Brock   
Geography
Kathleen Michelle Brown   
International Studies
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences invites students to explore the entire range of human learning, from the visual and 
performing arts to the humanities, social sciences, and natural and mathematical sciences. 
Our students work with faculty members who are committed to integrating their research into their teaching and to helping students 
develop their own capacity to communicate persuasively, think creatively, adapt quickly, be open to emerging ideas and technologies, 
and work with colleagues with diverse expertise and backgrounds to solve problems and develop new frontiers. 
In 1900-01, the college had about 600 students in its four “courses of study,” and a faculty consisting of only 28 professors and 
assistant professors. Today, more than 17,000 undergraduates are enrolled every year. About 80 percent of all UI undergraduates begin 
their studies in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and we award about 70 percent of the university’s undergraduate degrees. 
We are grateful to the many alumni who continue to support the college with their time and expertise and who have helped to provide 
funding to create opportunities and scholarships for our students. Most important, we are proud of our hardworking graduates who 
carry their University of Iowa College of Liberal Arts and Sciences education into their professional and civic lives.
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Morgan Jean Brown   
Enterprise Leadership
Steven George Brown   
Art
***McKayla Jean Brush   
Political Science
Tyler J. Bubser   
Art
Sang Thi Bui   
Interdepartmental Studies
John Burns   
Economics
Chase Michael Bushaw   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Matthew C. Calvert   
Interdepartmental Studies
David James Campbell   
Health and Human Physiology
Madison Leigh Campbell   
Psychology
Antonietta Giovanna Caporale   
Spanish
Alissa Erin Capron   
Dance
Bailey Ann Carroll   
Interdepartmental Studies
Chase A. Carson   
Cinema
Yadira Cervantes   
Psychology
Nicholas William Chapman   
Enterprise Leadership
Jiabo Cheng   
Physics
Xi Chen   
Enterprise Leadership
Yidan Chen   
Economics
Ying Chen   
Psychology
Sociology
Claire Elizabeth Christianson   
Health and Human Physiology
Jenny Chuong   
Asian Languages and Literature
Ross Hodges Clarke   
Cinema
Dallas Rae Clark   
Health and Human Physiology
+Ross Allen Clowser   
Music
International Relations
*Madalyn Leigh Coffield   
Psychology
Morgan Marie Cohen   
Psychology
Zachary Dean Coleman   
International Studies
Dana Corkins   
English and Creative Writing
Hannah Rose Cranberg   
Communication Studies
Kody Micheal Crosthwaite   
Health and Human Physiology
Isaac Sanford Croston   
Health and Human Physiology
Patrick William Crowley   
Enterprise Leadership
Cassidy Caye Cruise   
Health and Human Physiology
Cody Dean Dailey   
Health and Human Physiology
Troy Mitchell Daly   
Psychology
Anselmo Kossi Dansou   
Computer Science
Emilee Rose Davidson   
English and Creative Writing
Art
Amy Lynn Davis   
Art
Benjamin Harrison Davis   
Enterprise Leadership
Bruce Brandon Davis   
Interdepartmental Studies
Cameron DeVan   
Cinema
Derek Michael DeWitt   
Cinema
Rongwei Deng   
Enterprise Leadership
Yang Deng   
Health and Human Physiology
Kelsey Ann Derf   
Health and Human Physiology
Matthew M. Derr   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Kiersten Jean Dey   
Mathematics
Timothy N. Diamond   
Geoscience
Brianna Noel Didriksen   
Health and Human Physiology
Johanna Marie Dietrich   
Enterprise Leadership
Mikaela Lindsey Digmann   
Health and Human Physiology
Felipe Disarz   
English and Creative Writing
Caitlin Nicole Dombrowski   
Health and Human Physiology
Adam Robert Douglas   
Communication Studies
Dalton Curry Drahos   
Political Science
Katie Draves   
English
Abigail M. Drees   
Linguistics
Kieler Jade Dunham   
Sociology
Madeline Danielle Dunn   
Psychology
Art
Amber Marie Egan   
Geography
Sydni Lee Eilers   
English and Creative Writing
Josie Mae Einwalter   
Health and Human Physiology
Anas Hyder El Tuhami   
Informatics
Charles Cardamon Engblom   
Psychology
Thomas Addison Engelbrecht   
Psychology
Erica Rae England   
Interdepartmental Studies
Juliette Laura Enloe   
Art History
*Aubrey Essing   
English
Ethan Joseph Everhart   
Honors in History
Dillon Thomas Evertsen   
Geography
Yi Fang   
Health and Human Physiology
Yupengzhi Fan   
Mathematics
Dalton Ferguson   
Communication Studies
Jack Eamon Flanagan   
Enterprise Leadership
Olivia Rae Singleton Flannery   
Sociology
Sarah Anne Florek   
Art
Logan Reina Flott   
Psychology
Muhammad Muaz Foong   
Mathematics
Bernadine Marie Franks   
Social Work
+Aimee Agnes Fredericksen   
Art History
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Yangjinlan Gao   
Economics
Antonio Garcia III   
Health and Human Physiology
McKinsey Gartner   
Communication Studies
Janina Nichole Gatilao   
English and Creative Writing
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Mudi Geng   
Psychology
Samuel Patrick Goke   
Enterprise Leadership
Johnathan Mark Goldstein   
English and Creative Writing
Dustin Garrett Goodwin   
Enterprise Leadership
Logan Renae Grant   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sophia Gritsonis   
Health and Human Physiology
Nicholas Charles Gross   
Enterprise Leadership
Wei Guo   
Economics
Emily Olivia Guzman   
Communication Studies
Chenhui Gu   
Economics
Peiwen Gu   
Mathematics
Jessica Ellen Haarsma   
Sociology
Ambur Hageman   
Psychology
Drew Thomas Hagen   
Communication Studies
Nicholas Lee Hansen   
Economics
Yun Hao   
Journalism and Mass Communication
***Grace Marie Harper   
Art
Communication Studies
James Harris   
Interdepartmental Studies
John Joseph Hart   
Enterprise Leadership
Jacob Daniel Hatch   
Computer Science
Mackenzie Lynn Hatch   
Communication Studies
James L. Havel   
Cinema
Kambridge C. Haynes   
Sociology
Walter Gerald Lawrence Heller   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Clint Henning   
Geoscience
Charles Amier Henrichs   
Communication Studies
Kristin Hetherington   
Communication Studies
Dakun He   
Economics
Lydia Hinman   
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kelly Hogan   
Art
Tristan Holt   
Political Science
Jinwoo Hong   
Economics
Aaron Michael Hosman   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Joshua Housing   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Emily A. Hovelson   
Interdepartmental Studies
Mingfeng Huang   
Mathematics
Yuyang Hua   
Economics
Liz Hughes   
Sport Studies
*Rachel Elyse Hulme   
Biology
Rebecca Anne Hurley   
Enterprise Leadership
Mikayla Huston   
Philosophy
Christopher Dean Hutton   
Cinema
Xiaochen Hu   
Mathematics
Donney Lewis Jackson   
Psychology
Kiana Mae Jackson   
Health and Human Physiology
Matthew Michael Jack   
Anthropology
Tanner James Jacobsen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Luke William Jansen   
History
Brandon Michael Janssen   
Interdepartmental Studies
Hsiang Yen Jao   
Health and Human Physiology
Brian M. Jasper   
Health and Human Physiology
Hailey Lynne Johnson   
Speech and Hearing Science
Lauren L. Johnson   
Speech and Hearing Science
Anna Jones-Hughes   
Environmental Policy and Planning
+**Corrine Carolyn Jones   
Honors in Communication Studies
Kacey Jones   
English and Creative Writing
Matthew Clayton Jones   
Economics
Carlie Enette Jurgens   
Health and Human Physiology
Zack John Kaefring   
Psychology
Suyao Kang   
Enterprise Leadership
Zachary Robert Leo Kapler   
Enterprise Leadership
Zakaria Kecira   
Communication Studies
Austin Riley Kelly   
Ethics and Public Policy
Molly Rose Kelly   
International Studies
Religious Studies
Jenna Rene Kentgen   
Interdepartmental Studies
Yi Xuan Khoo   
Informatics
Psychology
Aditya Khursija   
Enterprise Leadership
+**Kathleen Jane Kiesewetter   
English
Hong-Kook Kim   
Art
Sungmo Kim   
Psychology
Taehoon Kim   
Economics
Woojin Kim   
Psychology
+*Alison Jeanette Kincaide   
Biology
Alexis Rose King   
Health and Human Physiology
April King   
Psychology
**John Joseph Shelby Kirchner   
Honors in Philosophy
Jessica Grace Klein   
History
Samantha Lyrea Klemm   
Computer Science
Carter Joesph Kline   
Communication Studies
Austin Peyton Kloewer   
Enterprise Leadership
**Clarissa Jennifer Klostermann   
English and Creative Writing
American Studies
Eric Michael Knipper   
Geography
Mackenzie Grace Knopf   
Health and Human Physiology
Carly Jean Koemptgen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Peyton Leigh Koenig   
Criminology, Law and Justice
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Jackson Allen Kohout   
Enterprise Leadership
Anish Sai Komatireddy   
Interdepartmental Studies
Max Kristopher Komes   
Interdepartmental Studies
Alexander John Kornak   
Economics
Alison Kramer   
Geoscience
Kelli Lauren Kramer   
Health and Human Physiology
Maggie Elizabeth Krier   
Enterprise Leadership
Alexandr V. Kurtz   
Computer Science
Da Hye Kwon   
Psychology
Xiangyu Lai   
Economics
Maggie Lynn Langel   
Communication Studies
Steven Edward Langert   
History
Michael Gunner Lange   
Economics
Emily Nicole Larson   
Health and Human Physiology
Hunter Philip Larson   
English and Creative Writing
Lucee James Laursen   
Ethics and Public Policy
Noah Lebsack   
Geoscience
Camas Leeson   
Journalism and Mass Communication
History
Conor Lee   
Enterprise Leadership
Yujin Lee   
Biology
Kirsten Nicole Lehan   
Health and Human Physiology
Kayla Marie Leibfried   
Communication Studies
Enterprise Leadership
Mallorey Elizabeth Leibold   
Enterprise Leadership
Grace Elizabeth Leslie   
Enterprise Leadership
Shek Yin Leung   
Interdepartmental Studies
Thy Le   
Communication Studies
Amelia Rose Likeum   
Journalism and Mass Communication
International Studies
Sang Hyun Lim   
Economics
Sung Wook Lim   
Economics
Naylen Linares   
Religious Studies
Biyun Liu   
Art
Dailuo Liu   
Art
Hairuo Liu   
Mathematics
Jiakai Liu   
Psychology
Jinhui Liu   
Mathematics
Panyifo Liu   
Computer Science
Derui Li   
Economics
Jiawei Li   
Art
Qi Li   
Mathematics
Zhuoxia Li   
Biochemistry
James Lyendo Lokundo, Sr.   
French
Alonda Janice Long   
Psychology
Brian William Long   
Communication Studies
Steven Marcus Long   
Informatics
Sarahi Lopez   
Psychology
Jonathan Matthew Losurdo   
Interdepartmental Studies
Patrick Timothy Lozier   
Biochemistry
Bailey Ann Lukavsky   
English
Nathan Charles Luna   
Mathematics
Haotian Luo   
Economics
Jack N. Lutkus   
Ethics and Public Policy
Siyu Lu   
Art
Weiliang Lu   
Mathematics
Yun-Hsuan Lu   
Cinema
+***Emily Ann Lyon   
Biology
Cheng Lyu   
Economics
Zachary Wayne Mackey   
Sport Studies
Heather Nicole Mahoney   
English
Brandon Alexander Malone   
Enterprise Leadership
Isabel Marguerite Manahl   
Sociology
Criminology, Law and Justice
Michael John Maniatis   
Computer Science
Xuxin Mao   
Mathematics
Ericka Leigh Mardis   
Communication Studies
Makenna Elizabeth Mark   
Psychology
Kathryn Marquardt   
Enterprise Leadership
Kara Noel Marsh   
Art
+**Danielle Annette Marvin   
Psychology
Brittany Amanda Mathis   
Honors in Sport Studies
Cinema
Andrew James Matkovich   
Informatics
Sarah Anne Mattus   
Interdepartmental Studies
Carter Mau   
Interdepartmental Studies
Holly Helene McCoy   
Health and Human Physiology
Stephen Christopher McDannald   
Informatics
*Olivia Ashley McGovern   
Ethics and Public Policy
Sociology
Patrick C. McLaughlin   
Communication Studies
Maggie Lane McLoud   
Health and Human Physiology
Duncan McNaughton   
Psychology
Alisha Sue McTaggart   
Political Science
Jensen Leigh Means   
English
Alexia Marie Meeks   
Art
Edwin Melendez   
Computer Science
Enterprise Leadership
Jamie Yarabith Mendoza   
Psychology
Laura Mendoza   
Geography
Diego Emanuel Mercado   
Cinema
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Keaton Paul Merschman   
Informatics
Geography
Bailey Mikkelsen   
Cinema
English
Ashley Elizabeth Miller   
Speech and Hearing Science
+***Marcus Miller   
Ethics and Public Policy
Alexandra Marie Moad   
Cinema
Luke D. Moen   
Psychology
Adam Harris Mohd Hashim   
Economics
Caitlin Mary Moravec   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Marcos Antonio Moreno   
Informatics
Linguistics
Adam Alexander Murphy   
Enterprise Leadership
Conlan Murphy   
Informatics
Molly Grace Murphy   
Communication Studies
Taisa Jane Nagla   
History
Jessika Marie Naumann   
Mathematics
Olivia Nauman   
Informatics
Nick Andrew Nelsen   
Art
Anthony Nelson   
Interdepartmental Studies
Brock Jeffrey Neuhaus   
History
Anh Ha Kieu Nguyen   
Interdepartmental Studies
Duy Quang Nguyen   
Computer Science
Peter Nguyen   
Economics
Claire Elizabeth Nichols   
Interdepartmental Studies
Victoria Maria Niewinski   
Enterprise Leadership
Kelly Nicole Nylen   
Enterprise Leadership
Taryn Adriel O’Brien   
Biology
Aaron Joseph Obermueller   
Health and Human Physiology
Madison Lynn Offenburger   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Amy Catherine Olson   
Psychology
Korena Olson   
Dance
Kevin Louis Orozco   
Sociology
Communication Studies
Tori Ann Owens   
Health and Human Physiology
+Grace Elizabeth Pacer   
International Relations
Riley Anne Pacer   
Anthropology
Elizabeth Pagan   
Psychology
Cheon Jun Park   
Biochemistry
Juhyung Park   
Mathematics
Lia Kay Parrillo   
Psychology
Pranav Patel   
Informatics
Lucas Joseph Pauley   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Cesar Omar Perez   
Psychology
Jordan Rose Perez   
Health and Human Physiology
Chloe Michelle Petramale   
Health and Human Physiology
Gilbert H. Phelps   
Enterprise Leadership
Kelly Rose Pierce   
Cinema
Communication Studies
Shea Pierce   
Communication Studies
Caitlin Rose Plathe   
English and Creative Writing
Jeffrey Plummer   
Political Science
Amanda Jo Pokorney   
Speech and Hearing Science
Alyssa Nicole Pragovich   
Asian Languages and Literature
Nathan Edward Pranger   
Informatics
Miranda Kay Price   
Health and Human Physiology
Jamie Miriam Pritzker   
Cinema
Michael D. Prokos   
Chemistry
Jordan Nicole Prowant   
Enterprise Leadership
Hiba Qasem   
International Relations
Xueyang Qin   
Art
Yahan Qiu   
Art
Cinema
Monica Quan   
Health and Human Physiology
McCall Morgan Radavich   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Alexa Kelley Ramlo   
English
Morgan Lynn Ramsey   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sarah Rene Raper   
English
Miguel A. Recinos   
Health and Human Physiology
*Isabel Ramos Granja Reed   
Psychology
Nastasia Loriann Ramari Reid   
Cinema
Kasey Jordan Reuter   
Health and Human Physiology
*Parker Reynolds   
English
Ross Staub Reynolds   
Enterprise Leadership
Cannon Tucker Ridgeway   
Psychology
+**Anne Elizabeth Ringelestein   
Honors in Philosophy
Atticus Mitchell Roberts   
American Studies
Savannah Olivia Roberts   
Health and Human Physiology
Nicola Ikesha Robinson   
English and Creative Writing
Drake Robison   
Mathematics
Beatrice Wiechmann Rodrigues   
English and Creative Writing
Madeline Leigh Rohlf   
Sociology
Journalism and Mass Communication
Madelon P. Roland   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Casey Grant Roshek   
Sport Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
James Rowden   
Mathematics
Mark Philip Rumore   
Economics
Vishal Kumar Saini   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Marc Saladino   
Economics
Julianne Salmen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+**Leela Sathyaputri   
Psychology
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Paige Elizabeth Savery   
Art
Joe Sceery   
English and Creative Writing
Brandon Woodrow Schlegel   
Enterprise Leadership
Mackenzie Shae Schmalshof   
English and Creative Writing
Angela Joann Schmiederer   
Psychology
Zachary Philip Schmitz   
Sport Studies
Kaylee Nicole Schnathorst   
Interdepartmental Studies
Rebecca Schneeweis   
Communication Studies
Brandan John Schoenfeld   
Economics
Breawna Diane Schroder   
English
Sarah Elizabeth Schulte   
Health and Human Physiology
Maxwell Russell Sedlacek   
Enterprise Leadership
Mike Kenneth Sehl   
Health and Human Physiology
Donald Lee Seymour, Jr.   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Sociology
Laurel Shaver   
Psychology
Taozhe Sheng   
Mathematics
Ni Shen   
Cinema
**Sung Yi Shin   
Psychology
Jessica Kay Shreeves   
Global Health Studies
Emily Marie Shull   
Psychology
Yang Shuo   
Interdepartmental Studies
Zachary Dillon Siefkas   
Enterprise Leadership
Chloe Brianne Siegle   
Health and Human Physiology
Jeffrey John Sievers   
Economics
Jeffrey Neal Sievert   
Economics
Dane Raymond Sikic   
Enterprise Leadership
Curtis Andrew Silbaugh   
Spanish
Mitchel Joseph Skay   
Health and Human Physiology
Jennifer Lynn Slate   
Psychology
Laura Kathryn Sloan   
Health and Human Physiology
Amari Paschelle Smith   
Psychology
Haley Ann Smith   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Grayson William Snyder   
Anthropology
Lanie Elizabeth Snyder   
English
Bailey Ann Solis   
Psychology
Daniel R. Solis   
Health and Human Physiology
Ben Andrew Soll   
Ethics and Public Policy
Political Science
John Edgar Soto Garzon   
Social Work
Caitlin Ann Spackman   
English
Katherine Taylor Spellman   
Health and Human Physiology
Mitchell James Spenler   
Psychology
Jacqueline Renee Spradley   
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Courtney Jean Squires   
Political Science
Sociology
Madison Lynn Staecker   
Interdepartmental Studies
Bryce Allan Stansberry   
History
Evan Robert Stearns   
Health and Human Physiology
+Joseph David Steinbronn   
Honors in History
Matthew Francis Steinhauser   
Art
Noah Michael Stepanov   
Cinema
Elaine Joan Stewart   
American Studies
Communication Studies
Jordan Adam Stieb   
Enterprise Leadership
Chase William Stine   
Cinema
Kathryn Cecilia Stone   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Hunter Cole Storm   
Enterprise Leadership
Religious Studies
Emily Sula   
Global Health Studies
Erin Sweeney   
Psychology
Emma Tanenbaum   
Communication Studies
Victoria Tanyag   
Health and Human Physiology
Samantha Lee Taylor   
Interdepartmental Studies
Juliet S. Tenley   
Art
Jahisha Veronica Elle Thomas   
Interdepartmental Studies
Olivia LeeAnn Tietz   
Health and Human Physiology
Emma Sue Tighe   
Health and Human Physiology
Tyler Alan Timm   
Computer Science
Hannah Delaney Titus   
Communication Studies
Abigail Elizabeth Toureene   
English
Logan Lee Tucker   
Political Science
Courtney Tuning   
Political Science
Jonathan Turman   
Health and Human Physiology
Christine Alexa Tygart   
Health and Human Physiology
Christian Dimitri Vadevoulis   
Psychology
Tyler Thomas Vail   
English
Jacqueline Valladares   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Taylor Danielle Van Fleet   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nicolaas Dean Van Horn   
History
Michael Paul Van Oosbree   
History
+Emily Anne VanWiel   
Honors in Communication Studies
Brandt Michael Varo   
Health and Human Physiology
Victoria Lynn Vaughn   
Journalism and Mass Communication
David Joseph Velasquez II   
Enterprise Leadership
Andrew James Verhille   
Economics
Emily Vershaw   
Psychology
Lauren Elizabeth Vlaanderen   
Health and Human Physiology
Teagan A. Von Seggern   
Biology
Jazmen Wade   
Journalism and Mass Communication
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Christopher Ungson Walbert   
Theatre Arts
Harley James Waldstein   
Computer Science
Nicholas Jenson Wang   
Communication Studies
Xiaohan Wang   
Psychology
Yandan Wang   
Communication Studies
Yitong Wang   
Psychology
Yongsen Wang   
Computer Science
Zhenhao Wang   
Economics
Yutong Wan   
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachel Marie Warner   
Sociology
Taylor Savannah Warner   
Health and Human Physiology
Robert Joseph Weidenbacher   
Health and Human Physiology
Sandra Weiler   
Linguistics
James Welch   
Economics
Ellen Marie Welu   
Biology
*Matthew Michael Wempen   
Criminology, Law and Justice
*Allison Jo Wettengel   
Health and Human Physiology
Lucas Reinhardt Wewerka   
Economics
Ethics and Public Policy
Kohl Wheeler   
Enterprise Leadership
Khari Jelani Whitmore   
Art
Hunter John Williams   
Enterprise Leadership
Brittany Marie Winkle   
Health and Human Physiology
Thomas Cody Joseph Winter   
Philosophy
*Joshua Mark Woosley   
History
Kaprice Aquill Wright   
Informatics
Shuyi Wu   
Economics
Yijie Wu   
Honors in Communication Studies
Pu Xia   
Psychology
MingYU Xie   
Mathematics
Xiaodi Xu   
Art History
Yihe Xu   
Sociology
Informatics
+**Alexandria D. Yakes   
Ethics and Public Policy
Canyi Yang   
Psychology
Menghan Yang   
Economics
Interdepartmental Studies
Luyang Ye   
Computer Science
Ibouraima Yoroum   
International Relations
Nikole Rae Zapata   
Economics
Brian Israel Zaragoza   
Interdepartmental Studies
Xinyi Zhang   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cinema
Yonglin Zhang   
Mathematics
Zelun Zhang   
Physics
Zheng Zhang   
Enterprise Leadership
Wenkuan Zhong   
Economics
Xiaoxiang Zhou   
Interdepartmental Studies
Yifan Zhu   
Interdepartmental Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Ziegler   
Health and Human Physiology
Benjamin Charles Zillig   
Interdepartmental Studies
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Yuting Cao   
Art
+Lindsey Jane Chapman   
Honors in Art
Xindi Dai   
Honors in Art
Youtian Duan   
Art
+*Julianna Feracota   
Honors in Dance
Yuyang Guo   
Honors in Art
+**Kathleen Jane Kiesewetter   
Art
Sha Liu   
Art
Gilbert H. Phelps   
Art
Ni Shen   
Art
McKenzie R. Short   
Art
Yijie Wu   
Honors in Art
Xiangyi Yang   
Art
Ziyuan Yang   
Art
Bachelor of Music
***Rachel Margaret Anderson   
Chloe M. Blick   
*Samuel John Cacciatore   
Honors in Music
Michelle HyunJae Chou   
**Devan Janette Cummings   
April Marie Donlon   
Timothy Brian Gray   
*Rachel Elizabeth Gibbons Hernandez   
Tremere Lawrence Hill   
*Noah Douglas Perkins   
+**Alexander Nathan Toth   
Honors in Music
Bachelor of Science
Sairohit Abbaraju   
International Relations
+Uzair Ahmad   
Human Physiology
Connor Ryan Allchin   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Brittany Ann Allendorf   
Human Physiology
Tyler Paul Allen   
Computer Science
Melissa Liann Ambrosch   
Human Physiology
Norshahirah Asmadi   
Statistics
Ryan Andrew Bales   
Human Physiology
Emily Grace Beckman   
Psychology
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Joseph Timothy Beitzel   
Sport and Recreation Management
Brooke Allen Berringer   
Physics
Mohamad Anwar Akmal Bin Mohd Hasli   
Statistics
*Jared Nicholas Blad   
Human Physiology
John William Brandsgard   
Sport and Recreation Management
Journalism and Mass Communication
Joseph Samuel Brincks   
Sport and Recreation Management
Rachel Elizabeth Buelow   
Human Physiology
Lishangyan Cai   
Statistics
Julie Marie Campbell   
Therapeutic Recreation
Antonietta Giovanna Caporale   
Human Physiology
Alissa Erin Capron   
Psychology
Mitchell Ryan Carber   
Geoscience
Charles Martens Carlson   
Computer Science
Alejandra Carolina Castillo Mora   
Human Physiology
+*Elizabeth Miyoung Cha   
Honors in Human Physiology
Yizhen Chen   
Computer Science
Zitao Chen   
Statistics
Nikki Ciha   
Sport and Recreation Management
Shelby Clarton   
Sport and Recreation Management
Isaac William Clough   
Computer Science
Cassie Clare Conley   
Human Physiology
Biology
Benjamin Brown Connington   
Human Physiology
Brendan Michael Cress   
Mathematics
Elaine M. Dettner   
Informatics
Ariana Fatema Dewan   
Human Physiology
Shyanna Caprice Dickens   
Human Physiology
Steven James Didier   
Sport and Recreation Management
Noah Joseph Doershuk   
Computer Science
Zoe Ann Douglas   
Sport and Recreation Management
Muhammad Muaz Foong   
Statistics
Actuarial Science
Stefan Douglas Garton   
Sport and Recreation Management
Nicholas Lee Goodman   
Computer Science
Berkley James Grimm   
Geoscience
Peiwen Gu   
Actuarial Science
Matthew Haferbier   
Computer Science
Richard Joseph Hall-Reppen III   
Actuarial Science
Seth Alexander Hamilton   
Human Physiology
Nicholas Lee Hansen   
Psychology
Samuel Clausen Hansen   
Biology
Katelyn Harms   
Chemistry
Heather Sheridan Hawkins   
Microbiology
Patrick James Hawks   
Computer Science
Austin Hayes   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kristin Nicole Heath   
Therapeutic Recreation
Marcus David Hempen   
Geography
Xiaotong He   
Biology
***Hannah Marie Hildahl   
Human Physiology
Jiyang Huang   
Economics
Shijie Huang   
Statistics
Mathematics
Sarah Rose Huettner   
Geography
Jacob T. Hursh   
Sport and Recreation Management
Yuting Hu   
Chemistry
Makenzie Marie Ihle   
Sport and Recreation Management
Scott Paul James   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jiayan Ji   
Geoscience
Neale Johnson   
Psychology
Caleb Michael Kahley   
Chemistry
KyungTae Kim   
Economics
Tae Woo Kim   
Statistics
*Kenten Douglas Kingsbury   
Human Physiology
Jack Michael Kinney   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Michael Robert Kline   
Biology
Ryan Michael Krutwig   
Computer Science
Da Hye Kwon   
Economics
Shellene Lee Lacina   
Sport and Recreation Management
Shelley Lee   
Biology
Jennifer Maegan Lief   
Global Health Studies
Deborah Jean Catherine Lilljequist   
Physics
Astronomy
Kegee F. Limbe   
Anthropology
+*Dacia Grace Lipkea   
Biology
Hairuo Liu   
Statistics
Xing Liu   
Statistics
Actuarial Science
Jiawei Li   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Yingjuan Li   
Biology
Mitchell Patrick Lorenz   
Mathematics
*Tiancheng Luo   
Computer Science
+Zachary Allen Luppen   
Astronomy
Physics
Joshua John McClain   
Computer Science
Jennifer Lyn McDonnell   
Human Physiology
**Hayden Meister   
Sport and Recreation Management
Makenzie Jade Melby   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jeremiah Thomas Meyer   
Anthropology
Brendan William Miller   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kenzie Marie Miller   
Psychology
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+***Marcus Miller   
Political Science
*Mohammad Hafiz bin Mohammad Tarmizi   
Statistics
Actuarial Science
Nadhrah Mohd Hussaini   
Statistics
Economics
*Jack Moss   
Human Physiology
Chandler M. Myers   
Computer Science
+Hollis Emily C. Neal   
Biology
Matthew William Nelson   
Human Physiology
Christian Tyler Norris   
Sport and Recreation Management
Michael Brice Paris   
Computer Science
Ying Pei   
Biology
Brannon Mariur Perez   
Human Physiology
Joshua Patricio Perez   
Human Physiology
Ben Niles Peters   
Geography
Brett Robert Pierson   
Global Health Studies
Rochelle Leigh Praska   
Psychology
Zichuan Qin   
Sport and Recreation Management
Allison Anne Queck   
Psychology
Le Qu   
Mathematics
Surya Jagannathan Rangasamy   
Computer Science
Marcus Stephen Razor   
Sport and Recreation Management
Megan Marie Reaska   
Therapeutic Recreation
Jennifer Ellen Reay   
Biology
+***Ryan J. Reis   
Biomedical Sciences
Keegan Carl Render   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kendal Jamal Ritchie   
Geoscience
Ryan Allan Roe   
Mathematics
Computer Science
Jacob Christian Rojohn   
Sport and Recreation Management
Alison Rusche   
Human Physiology
Abu Hurairah bin Sallehuddin   
Actuarial Science
Zachary Philip Schmitz   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Aman Sharma   
Human Physiology
Taozhe Sheng   
Statistics
+Gregory Nicholas Sheyka   
Chemistry
Joshua Silverstein   
Sport and Recreation Management
Nolan H. Sinning   
Sport and Recreation Management
Brad Nicholas Skiniotes   
Statistics
Taylor Jo Snyder   
Human Physiology
Alex Julian Sokolowski   
Sport and Recreation Management
*Heston Scott Steen   
Human Physiology
Emily Jane Steinbach   
Biology
Brittany Stolfus   
Geoscience
Jon Adam Stoltz   
Computer Science
Kathryn Cecilia Stone   
Sport and Recreation Management
Matthew Glenn Stout   
Computer Science
Jenny Lynn Stuart   
Sport and Recreation Management
Morgan Jean Stubbs   
Human Physiology
Alex Lee Sullivan   
Human Physiology
Timothy John Sullivan   
Sport and Recreation Management
Bryce Joel Switzer   
Statistics
Jonathon James Takes   
Computer Science
Sarah Thao   
Microbiology
Brandon Michael Thielen   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jenna Thornburg   
Sport and Recreation Management
Elizabeth Anne Turk   
Therapeutic Recreation
Jerzy Mateusz Twarowski   
Biology
Informatics
Carly Ann Irene Twigg   
Microbiology
+*Hannah Nicole Uczen   
Human Physiology
Chike Nwosu Ukah   
Sport and Recreation Management
Utsab Raj Upadhyay   
Computer Science
Keaton James Vance   
Biology
*Maria Vonderhaar   
Human Physiology
Harley James Waldstein   
Mathematics
Jun Wang   
Statistics
Mathematics
Yitong Wang   
Economics
Yunzhi Wang   
Physics
*Ziyang Wang   
Computer Science
+**Luyuan Wan   
Psychology
David Michael Washburn   
Human Physiology
Wesley Cail Weirather   
Mathematics
Computer Science
Christopher Dale Weiske   
Computer Science
Katelyn Josephine Welander   
Human Physiology
Brandon Michael Wheeler   
Sport and Recreation Management
+***Amanda Jean Wilson   
Human Physiology
Nathan Hunter Witmer   
Biochemistry
+*Meagan Mei-lin Woodard   
Human Physiology
Kody Marr Wood   
Sport and Recreation Management
Xuezhang Wu   
Biology
Weicheng Xu   
Statistics
Mathematics
Fengzhu Yang   
Mathematics
Boyuan Yao   
Computer Science
Qiuyun Yao   
Mathematics
Statistics
Xingyu You   
Geoscience
**Ailin Zhang   
Actuarial Science
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Yincheng Zhao   
Statistics
Alex Yi Zhou   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kuiyu Zhu   
Mathematics
Mariah Sylvia Zion   
Therapeutic Recreation
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Master of Physician 
Assistant Studies
Cody M. Bakken   
Patrick Soltvedt Bohn   
Jacob Michael Breitbach   
Amy K. Bright   
Megan Elizabeth Buja   
Adam James Herkert   
Marilyn Kaitlyn Keane   
Devin Michael Keenan   
Taylor Lee Kehoe   
Andrew Robert Klein   
Kyle John Kroymann   
Scott Michael Liegel   
Stephanie Jo Maurer   
Carly Louise Nielsen   
Jennifer Marie Pederson   
Jemima Evangeline Philip   
Laura Elizabeth Riesberg   
Julianne Marie Sauer   
Samantha Marie Sparrow   
Julie N. Streib   
Ana Lacey Tilghman   
Bachelor of Science
Victor Barajas   
Radiation Sciences
Taylor Justina Wieseler   
Radiation Sciences
Master in Medical 
Education
Asma Al-Zougbi   
Aaron R. Kunz 
Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver 
College of Medicine
The University of Iowa Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver College of Medicine is an integral part of University of Iowa Health Care, the 
state’s only comprehensive academic medical center, which also includes UI Hospitals & Clinics and UI Physicians, the state’s largest 
multispecialty group practice. Educated in an atmosphere of scholarship, humanism, and respect, students acquire the knowledge and 
skills necessary to embrace advances in medical science and technology and serve as advocates for their patients, their profession, 
and their communities.
The Carver College of Medicine is the only college in Iowa that offers a curriculum leading to the Doctor of Medicine. It also awards 
degrees in Doctor of Physical Therapy, Master of Clinical Nutrition, Master of Clinical Anatomy, Master in Medical Education, Master of 
Physician Assistant Studies, and Master of Science in Athletic Training. Additionally, Carver College of Medicine students can earn a 
Bachelor of Science degree in medical laboratory science, nuclear medicine technology, or radiation sciences.
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Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing
Korri Ashton Allen   
Courtney Lee Anderson   
**Molly Susan Atherton   
Mary Carol Barkowski   
Heather R. Bauman   
Ragina Rae Beckett   
Adrianne Michelle Behning   
Miranda Kay Bergmann   
Jensen Elaine Bishop   
Taylor Renae Bishop   
Elizabeth Marie Brant   
Rachel Nicole Burbridge   
***Megan Jade Bushman   
***Emily Kristin Bush   
**Taylor Jay Busta   
Qian Cao   
*John Thomas Carroll   
Channah Marie Chase   
Danlu Chen   
Taylor Ann Clark   
Megan T. Clements   
Elizabeth A. Conrad   
**Jill Marie Daniel   
Andrew Thomas Danner   
*Hannah Rose Dehner   
**Monica Ann Derby   
Honors in Nursing 
Bridget Doeden   
Christy Lynn Dunsmore   
Emily Eikenberry   
Renee Elizabeth Ellis   
Barbara A. Farr   
Claire Follis   
Katelyn Marie Forsyth   
Katerina Alexa Francke   
Alissa Nicole Frisch   
Nicole Anastasia Gammon   
Meghan Marie Gengler   
William Hale Greenleaf   
Madeline Marie Hahn   
*Rachael Elizabeth Hall   
Anna J. Hausler   
Christian Cady Henriksen   
Kimberly Ellen Herzog   
+**Rachel Anne Heuel   
**Kara Linnea Hughes   
Hannah Janning   
Hui Jiao   
Miranda Nicole Kerian   
Amy E. Kirkman   
*Maggie Janelle Kjeld   
Haley Lynn Kloberdanz   
Tara L. Knutson   
Renae Irene Elizabeth Kruckenberg   
Victoria Anne Lazar   
*Taylor E. Leichty   
Ann Lengeling   
Taylor Faye Lewis   
Courtney Yvette Licul   
Kelsey Malloy   
Christina Marguerite Manning   
Ashley Lauren Mazzocchi   
Marissa Marie McCann   
Jesse James McConnell   
Amber Michelle McFarland   
Maren Mae McNees   
*Cynthia Ann Marie Merulla   
Kiley Ann Micetich   
Benjamin Alexander Mirr   
Tisha Lee Morris   
Anne Marie Moser   
Vahid Mujic   
Ge Mu   
Allison Ann Nachtman   
Hanh Hilary Ngoc Nguyen   
Staci Marie Nielsen   
Hannah Jane Olson   
Kailyne Marie Palmer   
Michelle Christine Pandolfo   
***Ivy Paustian   
Brookanne Noelle Pfaffle   
Morganne Brielle Pfaffle   
Honors in Nursing
Darrik Tomas Poshusta   
**Shannon Nichole Rasmussen   
***Shelby Jo Rodman   
Muriel Morgan Roe   
Collin Francis Rogers   
Danielle Rebecca Rozenman   
Mallory Jane Sallmann   
Ashley Ann Schaper   
Jezlynn Schechinger   
Honors in Nursing
Joleen Sernett   
Mattie Maurine Siefken   
**Jessica Diane Smith   
Honors in Nursing
Madison Rain Smith   
Honors in Nursing
Megan Christine Sprecher   
Amanda Joan Steadman   
Teresa V. Stowe   
*Claire Marie Syverson   
Josie Nicole Thomas   
Cory Allen Thompson   
Sadie Lee Thompson   
Justin Maverick Thornburg   
Honors in Nursing
Derrick Ryan VanDeer   
Noelle Marie Vitzthum   
Honors in Nursing
Sarah Wahlin   
Kortnie Rae Wear   
**Elizabeth Grace Weaver   
**Matthew Thomas Wessling   
+*Katie Jean Wick   
Honors in Nursing
Emily Wiitanen   
Tamra Ellen Wilder   
Austin Jacob Witt   
Melissa Witt   
***Kendra Jo Zeutenhorst   
Morgan Kathleen Zimmer 
College of Nursing
The University of Iowa College of Nursing has offered leading-edge nursing education since the turn of the 20th century, and 
baccalaureate and master’s degree programs for more than 50 years. A PhD program in nursing began in 1988 and a DNP program 
was established in 2008. The college is an integral part of the health sciences campus, contributing to teaching, research, and patient-
care resources that have earned international recognition.
With renowned faculty, advanced clinical experiences, and a tradition of innovative leadership, the University of Iowa College of 
Nursing is consistently ranked as one of the best nursing programs in the nation. Our graduates are sought after as highly skilled 
professionals who have received a rigorous education of the highest quality.
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Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies
Robert James Ankney II  
**Rachael Renee Bartachek   
Dennis John Charipar   
Adriel Conklin   
Justin James Fenske   
Aron Ray Fenton   
Tanner James Gordon   
Haley Jo Grawe   
Trevin Collin Hartman   
Nicole Elizabeth Kohler   
David Allen Meyer   
Gena Mitchell   
Cheyenne Taylor Moore   
Gregory Dale Nicoson   
Jessica Sandoval   
Jeri Sberal   
Grant James Schuchert   
Suzanne Lee Steenhoek   
Sam Thies   
Jenny Troyna   
Joshua Jacob Wenndt   
Bachelor of Applied 
Studies
Carrie Lynne Bramble   
Bridget Suzanne Briggs   
Gus Francis Cabrera III   
Lora Jolene Davidek   
Kayla Lyn Dravis   
Joseph Allen Frentress   
Ashley Hacker   
Kate Michelle Halter   
Kristopher Michael Klop   
Thomas Pierce Larson   
Shanda R. Menzer   
Heather Rena Prabish   
Mia Anrae Richey   
Kathryn Marie Sederstrom   
Chandra Nicole Stuntebeck   
Kelby Michael Wheeler   
Gloria Marie Whitlow 
College of Public Health
Public health is an interdisciplinary field made up of a wide range of professionals, including physicians, pharmacists, social workers, 
nutritionists, environmental scientists, health educators, biostatisticians, epidemiologists, health service administrators, and many 
others. What unites public health practitioners is the shared goal of preventing disease and injury and promoting healthy practices 
among entire populations.
The College of Public Health includes the Departments of Biostatistics, Community and Behavioral Health, Epidemiology, Health 
Management and Policy, and Occupational and Environmental Health. The college offers the undergraduate Bachelor of Arts in Public 
Health and the Bachelor of Science in Public Health. Four graduate degrees are offered: Master of Health Administration, Master of 
Public Health, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy. Several public health combined-degree options are available with other UI 
colleges, including Business, Law, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine, and Pharmacy, as well as the College of Veterinary Medicine at 
Iowa State University. An interdisciplinary program in human toxicology also is available.
There are opportunities for distance learning and certificate programs in public health. The Undergrad to Grad Program allows 
incoming undergraduates to earn both a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in five years. More than 25 research centers and 
institutes based in the college provide focused research on critical public health topics and deliver outreach and service activities in 
every Iowa county and beyond. Approximately 450 degree-seeking students are enrolled in the College of Public Health. The college 
is accredited by the Council on Education for Public Health.
University College
University College, created in 2005, serves an important role at the University of Iowa, and is the academic home for a number of 
courses and degree programs that span the university. 
The college provides educational opportunities for students that are both credit and noncredit through the continuing work of 
service units: Distance and Online Education, Center for Conferences, and the Summer Writing Festival. Many other nonacademic 
departments from across campus also offer coursework through University College. 
Two undergraduate degrees, the Bachelor of Applied Studies (BAS) and the Bachelor of Liberal Studies (BLS), are offered through 
University College. Both degrees, which may be completed entirely online or through a combination of on-campus and online 
coursework, draw on courses from other undergraduate colleges. The BAS and BLS are designed for working adults balancing 
professional growth and busy lives, providing a flexible pathway to an undergraduate degree. A number of undergraduate  
certificate programs are also offered and can be added to either degree program.
Student success is also an important mission of University College and is supported in numerous programs within the college, 
including Orientation Services, On Iowa!, Success at Iowa, First-Year Seminars, Excelling@Iowa, Supplemental Instruction, Tutor Iowa, 
and Early Intervention. These programs contribute to a student’s personal measure of collegiate success, both academically and in 
providing an enriching undergraduate experience. 
This program is printed on recycled paper and can be recycled after the commencement ceremony. The University of Iowa is committed to integrating sustainable practices into all university 
programs and activities while ensuring a memorable and positive experience at every event. Please note, all graduates have been provided with their own copy of the commencement program. 
Programs are available to order at: COMMENCEMENT.UIOWA.EDU/COMMENCEMENT-PROGRAMS. 
The University of Iowa prohibits discrimination in employment, educational programs, and activities on the basis of race, national origin, color, creed, religion, sex, age, disability, veteran 
status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or associational preference. The University also affirms its commitment to providing equal opportunities and equal access to University facilities. For 
additional information contact the Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity, 319-335-0705.
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